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At a time when the United States seems likely to rely heavily on targeted
killing as an instrument of counter-terrorism, scholars, policymakers, and
other analysts remain divided over its utility. These disagreements have
been especially pronounced in scholarship and commentary regarding the
U.S. drone campaign in Pakistan. This systematic review of declassified
Arabic-language correspondence among senior al-Qaeda leaders and
operatives suggests that drone strikes eroded the quality of al-Qaeda’s
personnel base, forced the group to reduce communications and other
activities, and compelled it to flee its safe haven in Pakistan’s tribal
regions. Yet, the results were sometimes incomplete and took years of
sustained pressure to achieve. U.S. policymakers should acknowledge
these limitations and plan to supplement future lethal targeting
campaigns with other complementary counter-terrorism instruments.

T

he day after the last U.S. soldier had
departed Afghanistan, President Joe
Biden contended, “We will maintain the fight against terrorism in
Afghanistan and other countries. We just don’t
need to fight a ground war to do it.”1 Specifically,
the Biden administration has touted the use of
“over-the-horizon capabilities” to remotely surveil and carry out operations against terrorist
operatives and targets without a permanent U.S.
military presence on the ground.2 This approach
is logical. Strategic documents produced by both
the Trump and Biden administrations have emphasized interstate competition with Russia and
China, implying that fewer resources should be
dedicated to counter-terrorism efforts.3 Biden’s
announcement marking the end of the U.S. military presence in Afghanistan indeed highlighted

that “there’s nothing China or Russia would
rather have, would want more in this competition than the United States to be bogged down
another decade in Afghanistan.”4
Coupled with disillusionment with large-scale
counter-insurgency campaigns designed to stabilize fragile states, America’s emphasis on strategic competition likely portends a durable turn
to less resource-intensive approaches to combating transnational terrorist groups.5 Targeted killing will likely be the primary tool that the United States employs. Though not always wielded
from over the horizon, this instrument has been
particularly attractive to the United States since
9/11. Prior to the May 2011 raid on Osama bin Laden’s compound, the United States had managed
to kill scores of al-Qaeda senior and mid-level leaders and specialists in Pakistan’s restive

1   “Remarks by President Biden on the End of the War in Afghanistan,” The White House, Aug. 31, 2021, https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2021/08/31/remarks-by-president-biden-on-the-end-of-the-war-in-afghanistan/.
2   “Remarks by President Biden on the End of the War in Afghanistan”; and “Remarks by President Biden on Afghanistan,” The White House, Aug.
16, 2021, https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2021/08/16/remarks-by-president-biden-on-afghanistan/.
3   Summary of the National Defense Strategy of the United States of America, Department of Defense, https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/citations/
AD1045785, 1; Joseph R. Biden Jr., Interim National Security Strategic Guidance, The White House, March 2021, https://www.whitehouse.gov/
briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/03/03/interim-national-security-strategic-guidance/, 6, 14, 20.
4   “Remarks by President Biden on the End of the War in Afghanistan.”
5   On these less resource-intensive instruments, see, e.g., Stephen Watts et al., Limited Intervention: Evaluating the Effectiveness of Limited
Stabilization, Limited Strike, and Containment Operations (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2017), https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR2037.html; Stephen Watts et al., Countering Others’ Insurgencies: Understanding U.S. Small-Footprint Interventions in Local Context (Santa
Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2014), https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR513.html; Stephen Tankel, With Us and Against Us: How
America’s Partners Help and Hinder the War on Terror (New York: Columbia University Press, 2018); David H. Ucko, “Systems Failure: The US Way
of Irregular Warfare,” Small Wars & Insurgencies 30, no. 1 (2019): 223–54, https://doi.org/10.1080/09592318.2018.1552426; and Roderic K. Butz,
“Beneath the Crosshairs: Remotely Piloted Airstrikes as a Foreign Policy Tool,” Joint Force Quarterly 100, no. 1 (February 2021): 36-48, https://ndupress.ndu.edu/Portals/68/Documents/jfq/jfq-100/jfq-100_36-48_Butz.pdf?ver=SfJeC2dsWwdFf0oqaEgAsg%3D%3D.
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northwest frontier through the use of drones.6
Targeted killing has not just been a component
of the U.S. war against al-Qaeda’s Pakistan-based
leadership. The United States has used this tactic in its campaigns against al-Qaeda’s affiliates
across South Asia, the Middle East, and Africa, as well as against the Islamic State.7 Nor is
the United States the only country to target the
leadership of terrorist or insurgent groups. Israel
has relied extensively on the targeted killing of
mid-level and senior members of Palestinian terrorist groups and Lebanese Hizballah; Rhodesian
security forces targeted foreign-based Zimbabwe
African National Union and Zimbabwe African
People’s Union insurgent leadership; and covert
Spanish forces carried out targeted killings of
Basque separatist leaders in France.8
Yet, lethal targeting’s contribution to counter-terrorism campaigns remains under debate. Some find that
it often imposes considerable costs on the targeted

groups, while others argue that it offers more drawbacks than benefits.9 This disagreement has been
particularly apparent in commentary and scholarship
related to the drone campaign in Pakistan. Although
none have claimed that drone strikes would be sufficient to strategically defeat al-Qaeda, U.S. policymakers have often asserted that drone strikes degraded
al-Qaeda’s personnel roster, reduced its organizational efficiency and control, and led it to consider abandoning its safe haven in the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas (FATA) of Pakistan.10 Studies supporting
the effectiveness of this campaign have maintained
that these outcomes are the mechanisms linking statistical correlations between successful strikes and
violence trends in the FATA or between drone strikes
and qualitative changes in the organizational strength
of the targeted groups.11 Other accounts have downplayed drone strikes’ ability to meaningfully affect
terrorist groups’ human resources, organizational efficiency and control, and safe havens, and have often

6   For a review of al-Qaeda leaders thought to have been killed in U.S. drone strikes, see Peter Bergen, David Sterman, and Melissa Salyk-Virk,
“America’s Counterterrorism Wars,” New America Foundation, March 30, 2020, https://www.newamerica.org/international-security/reports/americas-counterterrorism-wars/.
7   “Coalition Strikes Kill High-Value ISIS Members,” Department of Defense, July 24, 2018, https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/
Article/1582868/coalition-strikes-kill-high-value-isis-members/; “The War in Yemen,” New America Foundation, accessed Dec. 7, 2021, https://www.
newamerica.org/international-security/reports/americas-counterterrorism-wars/the-war-in-yemen/; and “The War in Somalia,” New America Foundation, accessed Dec. 7, 2021, https://www.newamerica.org/international-security/reports/americas-counterterrorism-wars/the-war-in-somalia/.
8
For overviews of these campaigns, see, e.g., Daniel Byman, A High Price: The Triumphs and Failures of Israeli Counterterrorism (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2011); Steven R. David, Fatal Choices: Israel’s Policy of Targeted Killing, Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies, Mideast
Security and Policy Studies No. 51, September 2002, https://besacenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2002/09/msps51.pdf; Graham H. Turbiville Jr,
Hunting Leadership Targets in Counterinsurgency and Counterterrorist Operations: Selected Perspectives and Experience, Defense Technical Information Center, Joint Special Operations University, June 1, 2007, https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/citations/ADA495381; Bruce Hoffman, Jennifer M. Taw,
and David Arnold, Lessons for Contemporary Counterinsurgencies: The Rhodesian Experience (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 1991); Paul
Moorcraft and Peter McLaughlin, The Rhodesian War: A Military History (Mechanicsburg, PA: Stackpole Books, 2010); and Paddy Woodworth, Dirty
War, Clean Hands: ETA, the GAL and Spanish Democracy (New York: Cork University Press, 2001).
9   For scholarship that finds lethal targeting to be effective, see Patrick B. Johnston, “Does Decapitation Work? Assessing the Effectiveness of Leadership Targeting in Counterinsurgency Campaigns,” International Security 36, no. 4 (Spring 2012): 47–79, https://doi.org/10.1162/
ISEC_a_00076; and Bryan C. Price, “Targeting Top Terrorists: How Leadership Decapitation Contributes to Counterterrorism,” International
Security 36, no. 4 (Spring 2012): 9–46, https://doi.org/10.1162/ISEC_a_00075. For literature that finds it to be often ineffective, see Jenna
Jordan, “When Heads Roll: Assessing the Effectiveness of Leadership Decapitation,” Security Studies 18, no. 4 (2009): 719–55, https://doi.
org/10.1080/09636410903369068; Jenna Jordan, Leadership Decapitation: Strategic Targeting of Terrorist Organizations (Redwood City, CA:
Stanford University Press, 2019); Austin Long, “Whack-a-Mole or Coup de Grace? Institutionalization and Leadership Targeting in Iraq and Afghanistan,” Security Studies 23, no. 3 (2014): 471–512, https://doi.org/10.1080/09636412.2014.935229; and Audrey Kurth Cronin, How Terrorism Ends:
Understanding the Decline and Demise of Terrorist Campaigns (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009). For a critique of this literature, see
Stephanie Carvin, “The Trouble with Targeted Killing,” Security Studies 21, no. 3 (2012): 529–55, https://doi.org/10.1080/09636412.2012.706513.
The use of drones has also generated debates about the relationship between drone strikes and civilian harm, the mental health of drone pilots,
ethical dimensions of warfighting, and national security decision-making. See Daniel Brunstetter and Megan Braun, “The Implications of Drones on
the Just War Tradition,” Ethics & International Affairs 25, no. 3 (Fall 2011): 337–58, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0892679411000281; Wayne Phelps, On
Killing Remotely: The Psychology of Killing with Drones (New York: Little Brown and Company, 2021); Larry Lewis and Diane Vavrichek, Rethinking
the Drone War: National Security, Legitimacy, and Civilian Casualties in U.S. Counterterrorism Operations (Quantico, VA: Marine Corps University
Press, 2016); and Loren DeJonge Schulman, Behind the Magical Thinking: Lessons from Policymaker Relationships with Drones, Center for New
America Security, July 2018, https://www.cnas.org/publications/reports/behind-the-magical-thinking.
10   See, e.g., Leon Panetta, “AFPAK Drone Strikes Are Only Game in Town,” New Perspectives Quarterly 26, no. 3 (Summer 2009): 33–39, https://
doi.org/10.1111/j.1540-5842.2009.01090.x; Michael V. Hayden, “To Keep America Safe, Embrace Drone Warfare,” New York Times, Feb. 19, 2016,
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/21/opinion/sunday/drone-warfare-precise-effective-imperfect.html; and Barack Obama, “Remarks by the President at the National Defense University,” The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, May 23, 2013, https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/
the-press-office/2013/05/23/remarks-president-national-defense-university.
11   See, e.g., Patrick B. Johnston and Anoop K. Sarbahi, “The Impact of US Drone Strikes on Terrorism in Pakistan,” International Studies Quarterly
60, no. 2 (June 2016): 203–19, https://doi.org/10.1093/isq/sqv004; Asfandyar Mir and Dylan Moore, “Drones, Surveillance, and Violence: Theory and
Evidence from a US Drone Program,” International Studies Quarterly 63, no. 4 (December 2019): 846–62, https://doi.org/10.1093/isq/sqz040; Stephen Watts et al., Limited Intervention, 55–77; Javier Jordan, “The Effectiveness of the Drone Campaign against al Qaeda Central: A Case Study,”
Journal of Strategic Studies 37, no. 1 (2014): 4–29, https://doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2013.850422; Daniel Byman, “Why Drones Work: the Case for
Washington’s Weapon of Choice,” Foreign Affairs 92, no. 4 (July/August 2013): 32–43, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/somalia/2013-06-11/
why-drones-work; Asfandyar Mir, “What Explains Counterterrorism Effectiveness? Evidence from the US Drone War in Pakistan,” International
Security 43, no. 2 (Fall 2018): 45–83, https://doi.org/10.1162/isec_a_00331; and Anouk S. Rigterink, “The Wane of Command: Evidence on Drone
Strikes and Control Within Terrorist Organizations,” American Political Science Review 115, no. 1 (February 2021): 31–50, https://doi.org/10.1017/
S0003055420000908.
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argued that strikes can be counterproductive.12
These disagreements over the effectiveness of
the drone campaign in Pakistan matter not just because they revolve around the use of force against
one of the more consequential terrorist groups of
the 21st century, but also because of the campaign’s
broader relevance to the future of U.S. counter-terrorism efforts. If lethal targeting can yield immediate and apparent success, it would suggest that the
United States might be able to inflict damage on or
contain transnational terrorist groups while keeping opportunity costs tolerable. A null or counterproductive effect would suggest just the opposite
and could call into question the reliability of lethal
targeting writ large.
Through a comprehensive evaluation of declassified internal correspondence between al-Qaeda leaders recovered in bin Laden’s Abbottabad compound,
this study aims to provide a direct assessment of
the effects of U.S. drone strikes on al-Qaeda’s organizational capabilities and performance. That is, the
study asks: Did the drone campaign render al-Qaeda
unable to replace personnel killed in the campaign
with equally skilled operatives, undermine its organizational efficiency or internal control, and reduce
its reliance on its safe haven in Pakistan’s tribal regions, as many policymakers claim and theories of
its effectiveness imply? If so, when in the campaign
did these effects become apparent?
This study uncovers novel evidence that U.S.
drone strikes did have an appreciable effect on
many of these dimensions of al-Qaeda’s organizational capabilities. This challenges a bevy of theories
and claims regarding the ineffectiveness of high-value targeting and precision airpower in general and
the U.S. drone campaign in Pakistan in particular. It
also finds, however, that these results were less pronounced than some of the more sanguine assessments might expect and that they emerged quite
late in the drone campaign. Targeted killing should
thus not be thought of as a necessarily expedient or
flawless option for pacifying or disrupting the ability
of terrorist groups to plot and execute attacks.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. It
begins by reviewing the literature and commentary

on precision airpower, targeted killing, and the U.S.
drone campaign, deriving three sets of divergent
claims about the effectiveness of drone strikes. It
then reviews the present study’s research design,
before investigating the veracity of these competing
predictions through the use of new primary-source
documents. It concludes with a discussion of the
implications of this study for scholarship and policy.

Debating the Drones
U.S. drone strikes in Pakistan have been the topic of much policymaker commentary and scholarly
attention, yet there is little unanimity as to their effectiveness. In this section, I outline predictions and
claims made by optimistic and pessimistic schools
of thought on the drone campaign’s impact on al-Qaeda. The section is organized around contradictory
prognoses regarding the effects of drone strikes on
al-Qaeda’s personnel quality, organizational efficiency and control, and safe-haven viability.
Personnel Quality
Sustaining terrorist campaigns requires skilled
personnel to forge documents, build bombs, lead
operatives in the field, and assist in the “flow of information, resources, skills, and strategic direction
between the top and the bottom of the organization.”13 The available pool of individuals who are
both willing to join a terrorist group like al-Qaeda
and have these important skillsets will naturally be
limited. There are disagreements regarding whether drone strikes have been truly able to drain al-Qaeda’s pool of talented cadres.
Many have found that personnel turnover caused
by lethal targeting can force a terrorist group to
promote less-qualified replacements.14 Among
the most common claims made by proponents of
drone strikes has thus been that they have degraded the quality of al-Qaeda’s human capital, rendering the group unable to promote replacements
or, alternatively, forcing it to promote unqualified
personnel into more senior roles.15 In his 2009

12   See, e.g., Audrey Kurth Cronin, “How al-Qaida Ends: The Decline and Demise of Terrorist Groups,” International Security 31, no. 1 (Summer
2006): 7–48, https://doi.org/10.1162/isec.2006.31.1.7; Audrey Kurth Cronin, “Why Drones Fail: When Tactics Drive Strategy,” Foreign Affairs 92, no.
4 (July/August 2013): 44–54, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/somalia/2013-06-11/why-drones-fail; Jenna Jordan, “Attacking the Leader,
Missing the Mark: Why Terrorist Groups Survive Decapitation Strikes,” International Security 38, no. 4 (Spring 2014): 7–38, https://doi.org/10.1162/
ISEC_a_00157; Michael J. Boyle, “The Costs and Consequences of Drone Warfare,” International Affairs 89, no. 1 (January 2013): 1–29, https://doi.
org/10.1111/1468-2346.12002; and Jesse Paul Lehrke and Rahel Schomaker, “Kill, Capture, or Defend? The Effectiveness of Specific and General
Counterterrorism Tactics Against the Global Threats of the Post-9/11 Era,” Security Studies 25, no. 4 (2016): 729–62, https://doi.org/10.1080/0963
6412.2016.1220199.
13   Peter Neumann, Ryan Evans, and Raffaello Pantucci, “Locating Al Qaeda’s Center of Gravity: The Role of Middle Managers,” Studies in Conflict
and Terrorism 34, no. 11 (2011): 825–42, https://doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2011.611936, 829.
14   Price, “Targeting Top Terrorists”; Byman, “Why Drones Work”; and Wilner, “Targeted Killings in Afghanistan.”
15   Brian Glyn Williams, Predators: The CIA’s Drone War on al Qaeda (Washington, DC: Potomac Books, 2013), 180–81.
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testimony before the U.S. Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence, for example, Director of National
Intelligence Dennis Blair reported that leadership
losses had “made it more difficult for al-Qa’ida to
identify replacements, and in some cases the group
has had to promote more junior figures considerably less skilled and respected than the individuals they are replacing.”16 This line of reasoning has
similarly been present in academic studies. Patrick

Organizational Efficiency and Control

Leaders of terrorist organizations face the challenge
of balancing internal efficiency — the amount of time
and resources needed to perform organizational tasks
— and control — the ability to monitor and otherwise
maintain the responsiveness and loyalty of subordinate members — with the need to remain concealed
from external surveillance.21 This tradeoff exists because the activities that these leaders carry
out to manage organizational processes and
Targeted killing should thus not be
maintain the loyalty and responsiveness of
thought of as a necessarily expedient their subordinates produce detectible intelligence signatures, in turn putting these leaders
or flawless option for pacifying or
in the crosshairs of states conducting coundisrupting the ability of terrorist
ter-terrorist efforts.22 Avoiding counter-terrorist surveillance thus requires carrying out
groups to plot and execute attacks.
fewer of these activities, in theory leading to
Johnston and Anoop Sarbahi, for example, attrib- less efficient, responsive, and cohesive organizations.
ute decreases in violence after the killing of “high
Although scholars do not necessarily dispute this
value” individuals to the loss of those individuals’ fundamental organizational tradeoff, they do disa“valuable skills, resources, or connections.”17
gree as to whether al-Qaeda was able to overcome
Others have argued that terrorist groups with it when facing the drone campaign. One perspective
bureaucratic structures and procedures will have holds that intensive lethal targeting campaigns cause
little problem generating deep pools of specialized terrorist leaders to go into hiding or adopt more repersonnel and talented leaders who can be pro- strictive communications protocols, slowing organimoted once a senior leader or middle manager is zational processes and undermining leaders’ ability
killed.18 Al-Qaeda’s well-documented standard op- to control the behavior and maintain the loyalty of
erating procedures and specialized organizational subordinates.23 Many have thus argued that drone
roles could thus insulate the group from the costs strikes inhibited al-Qaeda leadership’s ability to efof personnel turnover.19 Jenna Jordan, for example, ficiently and effectively manage the group’s internal
finds little evidence that drone strikes degraded affairs. In a speech at the National Defense Univeral-Qaeda, claiming that “organizations with bu- sity outlining his administration’s counter-terrorism
reaucratic institutions [like al-Qaeda] should have strategy, President Barack Obama contended in 2010,
an easier time” replacing leaders.20
for example, that al-Qaeda’s “remaining operatives
spend more time thinking about their own safety

16   Dennis C. Blair, “Annual Threat Assessment of the Intelligence Community for the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence,” Office of the
Director of National Intelligence, Feb. 12, 2009, https://www.odni.gov/files/documents/Newsroom/Testimonies/20090212_testimony.pdf, 4. See
also Hayden, “To Keep America Safe, Embrace Drone Warfare.”
17   Johnston and Sarbahi, “The Impact of US Drone Strikes on Terrorism in Pakistan.”
18   Long, “Whack-a-Mole or Coup de Grace?”; Jordan, “When Heads Roll”; Jordan, Leadership Decapitation; and Mia Bloom, “Constructing Expertise: Terrorist Recruitment and ‘Talent Spotting’ in the PIRA, Al Qaeda, and ISIS,” Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 40, no. 7 (2017): 603–23, https://
doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2016.1237219.
19   On al-Qaeda’s bureaucratic structure, see, e.g., Rohan Gunaratna and Aviv Oreg, “Al Qaeda’s Organizational Structure and Its Evolution,”
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 33, no. 12 (2010): 1043–78, https://doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2010.523860; and Joe Felter et al., Harmony and
Disharmony: Exploiting al-Qa’ida’s Organizational Vulnerabilities, Combatting Terrorism Center, West Point Academy, February 2006, https://doi.
org/10.21428/cb6ab371.6b62808e.
20   Jordan, “Attacking the Leader, Missing the Mark,” 34. See also Cronin, “Why Drones Fail.”
21   Jacob N. Shapiro, The Terrorist’s Dilemma: Managing Violent Covert Organizations (New York: Princeton University Press, 2013). Although
these are distinct outcomes, I discuss them in the same section here because their relationship with counter-terrorism pressure is part of the same
dilemma.
22   Daniel Byman, “The Intelligence War on Terrorism,” Intelligence and National Security 29, no. 6 (2014): 837–63, https://doi.org/10.1080/0268
4527.2013.851876.
23   Shapiro, The Terrorist’s Dilemma; Max Abrahms and Philip B.K. Potter, “Explaining Terrorism: Leadership Deficits and Militant Group Tactics,”
International Organization 69, no. 2 (Spring 2015): 311–42, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0020818314000411; and Glyn Williams, Predators, 176–77.
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than plotting against us.”24 Daniel Byman similarly argues that drone strikes could limit al-Qaeda’s ability
to manage its relationships with its affiliates in Iraq,
North Africa, and Yemen.25 Decreases in leader availability and communications can also undermine organizational cohesion. Drawing on extensive field research, Asfandyar Mir finds that reductions in senior
leader activity undermined al-Qaeda’s organizational
trajectory, to include its ability to retain personnel.26
Others have argued that terrorist groups can adopt
organizational procedures and decision-making
models that allow them to overcome the tradeoffs
between organizational security, efficiency, and control.27 More specifically, terrorist groups can institute
decentralized decision-making processes that delegate greater authority further down the chain of command to trusted subordinates, requiring less direct
supervision and monitoring from senior leaders for
the organization to function.28 Under these conditions, periods of reduced management activity need
not derail the speed of a terrorist group’s processes or the responsiveness of its operatives, as wellscreened and highly committed subordinates can
proceed without senior-level direction.
A number of studies have, in turn, described al-Qaeda’s Pakistan-based organization as being comprised
of a centralized decision-making apparatus at senior
levels that provides strategic and operational guidance to “strong-willed” and ideologically committed
subordinate commanders and affiliates who are given
a considerable amount of latitude to execute operations.29 It is often implicitly or explicitly argued that
this would render al-Qaeda’s efficiency and control
resilient, even when its leaders need to adopt a lower
profile and offer less direct supervision. Drawing on

an empirical analysis of plots against the West, Paul
Cruickshank contends, for example, that al-Qaeda’s
decentralized structure allowed it to continue plotting and attempting to execute attacks on the West
during the drone campaign.30
Safe-Haven Viability
Just as sustaining a terrorist campaign requires
skilled personnel and functioning organizational
processes, it often also requires safe havens. By
safe havens, I refer to physical territory from which
groups can plot attacks, train and deploy cadres
abroad, and house senior leaders and their families.31 Whereas policymakers have often asserted
that drone strikes might lead al-Qaeda to abandon
its safe haven in Pakistan — the FATA — theories
of coercive airpower and observed local opposition
to drone strikes dispute this claim.
Several analyses suggest drone strikes could
erode al-Qaeda’s safe haven. As CIA director Michael
Hayden noted in 2008, “By making a safe haven feel
less safe, we keep al-Qaeda guessing.”32 CIA director Leon Panetta echoed this assessment in 2009,
claiming, “Serious pressures have been brought to
bear on al-Qaida’s leaders in Pakistan’s tribal areas …
. One measure of our success is that al-Qaida is seeking shelter elsewhere.”33 Mir comes closest to evaluating this directly, tracing how the Tehrik-e-Taliban
Pakistan and al-Qaeda began to relocate and close
some of their “organizational bases” within the
FATA due to the drone campaign.34
Two lines of analysis would make predictions that
conflict with findings and claims discussed above.
First, scholarship on coercive airpower has generally

24   Obama, “Remarks by the President at the National Defense University.” See also Joby Warrick and Peter Finn, “CIA Director Says Secret Attacks in Pakistan Have Hobbled al-Qaeda,” Washington Post, March 18, 2010, https://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/03/17/AR2010031702558.html?hpid=topnews.
25   Daniel Byman, “Buddies or Burdens? Understanding the Al Qaeda Relationship with Its Affiliate Organizations,” Security Studies 23, no. 3
(2014): 341– 470, https://doi.org/10.1080/09636412.2014.935228.
26   Mir, “What Explains Counterterrorism Effectiveness?”
27   Shapiro, The Terrorist’s Dilemma, 181–87; and Keith Patrick Dear, “Beheading the Hyrdra? Does Killing Terrorist or Insurgent Leaders Work?”
Defence Studies 13, no. 3 (2013): 293–337, https://doi.org/10.1080/14702436.2013.845383.
28   Jordan, “When Heads Roll,” 728; Johnston, “Does Decapitation Work?” 53; and Daniel Byman “Do Targeted Killings Work?” Foreign Affairs 85,
no. 2 (March/April 2006): 100, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/israel/2006-03-01/do-targeted-killings-work.
29   Assaf Moghadam, “How al Qaeda Innovates,” Security Studies 22, no. 3 (2013): 484, https://doi.org/10.1080/09636412.2013.816123; Daveed
Gartenstein-Ross and Nathaniel Barr, “How Al-Qaeda Works: The Jihadist Group’s Evolving Organizational Design,” Hudson Institute, June 1, 2018,
https://www.hudson.org/research/14365-how-al-qaeda-works-the-jihadist-group-s-evolving-organizational-design.
30   Paul Cruickshank, The Militant Pipeline: Between the Afghanistan-Pakistan Border Region and the West, 2nd ed., New America Foundation,
July 2011, 31, https://static.newamerica.org/attachments/4358-the-militant-pipeline/Cruickshank_Militant_Pipeline.a051a39dd3074c998ff04df944ab3064.pdf.
31   Elizabeth Grimm Arsenault and Tricia Bacon, “Disaggregating and Defeating Terrorist Safe Havens,” Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 38, no. 2
(2015): 85–112, https://doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2014.977605.
32   James Joyner, “CIA Director Hayden – State of al Qaeda Today – Transcript,” Atlantic Council, Nov. 14, 2008, https://www.atlanticcouncil.
org/commentary/transcript/cia-director-hayden-state-of-al-qaeda-today-transcript/.
33   Panetta, “AFPAK Drone Strikes Are Only Game in Town,” 33.
34   Mir, “What Explains Counterterrorism Effectiveness?”
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found that airstrikes only deny territory to opposing
forces when conducted in support of capable and
motivated ground units.35 Because the drone campaign in Pakistan was not a component of any combined-arms approach to gaining territorial control in
the FATA, this theory would predict that precision
strikes would have been unlikely to lead the group
to abandon its stronghold. Moreover, although commentators and scholars who find drone strikes to
be ineffective do not necessarily make direct claims
regarding how they might have affected the strength
of al-Qaeda’s safe haven in the FATA, several have
argued that drone strikes might have served to alienate local populations from the United States.36
This so-called “blowback effect” could have rendered local Pashtun communities more likely to
house or otherwise support militant groups like
al-Qaeda, at the very least nullifying any insecurity
the group might have felt after a successful strike.37
Summary
Policymakers and scholars offer several competing claims regarding the ability of drone strikes to
degrade the quality of al-Qaeda’s talent pool, reduce its efficiency and control, and erode its safety in the FATA. Because it would require reliable
and honest inside accounts from senior al-Qaeda
leaders, direct evidence in support of these claims
has been fleeting. In the section that follows, I outline my approach to evaluating these predictions,
which involves drawing on the vast collection of
documents captured in the raid on bin Laden’s Abbottabad compound, a repository that offers novel
insight into the organizational processes and decision-making of al-Qaeda’s senior leadership and
one that has not yet been comprehensively reviewed to address this important topic.

Research Design
This study evaluates hypotheses related to the
effect of drone strikes on the quality of al-Qaeda’s
personnel, its organizational efficiency and control,
and the viability of its safe haven in the FATA. To
provide the best chance of observing these empirical relationships directly, it draws on internal correspondence between al-Qaeda leaders. The use of
archival evidence raises the issue not only of the
biases and drawbacks of the sources themselves,
but of how documentary evidence was sampled
and how it will be weighed to make causal claims.38
The next two sections address these issues in turn.
Source Material
This study uses Arabic-language correspondence between al-Qaeda operatives from the files
captured in the May 2011 raid on bin Laden’s compound. A portion of the original Arabic documents,
as well as English translations, were declassified in
several waves, first through the Combatting Terrorism Center at the West Point Academy in 2012,
and then through three separate releases made
available via the Office of the Director of National Intelligence. On Nov. 17, 2017, the CIA made the
remaining 470,000 recovered files available to the
public through what I refer to in this study as the
Abbottabad Compound Collection.39
Like many archival collections, the Abbottabad
Compound Collection is vast, disorganized, and not
immediately searchable. It consists of tens of thousands of Arabic-language documents ranging from
one to hundreds of pages, without any guide as to
each document’s significance. Among this collection are religious works, educational materials for
children, software manuals, and other miscellany

35   Robert A. Pape, “The Limits of Precision-Guided Air Power,” Security Studies 7, no. 2 (1997): 93–114, https://doi.
org/10.1080/09636419708429343; and Stephen Biddle, “Allies, Airpower, and Modern Warfare: The Afghan Model in Afghanistan and Iraq,” International Security 30, no. 3 (Winter 2005/06): 161–76, https://doi.org/10.1162/isec.2005.30.3.161.
36   Living Under Drones: Death, Injury, and Trauma to Civilians from US Drone Practices in Pakistan, International Human Rights and Conflict
Resolution Clinic at Stanford Law School and Global Justice Clinic at NYU School of Law, September 2012, https://www-cdn.law.stanford.edu/
wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Stanford-NYU-Living-Under-Drones.pdf; Peter Bergen and Katherine Tiedemann, “Washington’s Phantom War: The
Effects of the U.S. Drone Program in Pakistan,” Foreign Affairs 90, no. 4 (July/August 2011): 12–28, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/pakistan/2011-07-01/washingtons-phantom-war; “US Drone War Delivers Results, but at What Price?” Dawn, Jan. 10, 2010, https://www.dawn.com/
news/911327; and David Kilcullen and Andrew McDonald Exum, “Death From Above, Outrage Down Below,” May 16, 2009, New York Times, https://
www.nytimes.com/2009/05/17/opinion/17exum.html.
37   For descriptions and critiques of the blowback hypothesis, see Aqil Shah, “Do US Drone Strikes Cause Blowback? Evidence from Pakistan
and Beyond,” International Security 42, no. 4 (Spring 2018): 47–84, https://doi.org/10.1162/isec_a_00312; C. Christine Fair, Karl Kaltenthaler, and
William J. Miller, “Pakistani Opposition to American Drone Strikes,” Political Science Quarterly 131, no. 2 (2016): 387–419, https://doi.org/10.1002/
polq.12474; and Glyn Williams, Predators, 185–212.
38   For a discussion of these issues, see Colin Elman and John M. Owen eds., “Symposium on Process Tracing: Note to Reader,” Security Studies
24, no. 2 (2015): 199–375, https://doi.org/10.1080/09636412.2015.1036580.
39   Unless otherwise noted, I rely on the original Arabic-language material in this paper, and with only a few exceptions, provide links to the
material in the Abbottabad Compound Collection (ACC) repository. Before accessing the ACC documents, readers should note its disclaimer: “[P]
lease understand that this material was seized from a terrorist organization. Out of an abundance of caution we took the site down to resolve
technical issues associated with the initial posting – and to remove additional detected malware – but we cannot guarantee that all malware has
been removed.” See “November 2017 Release of CIA Abbottabad Material,” Central Intelligence Agency, accessed Dec. 7, 2021, https://www.cia.
gov/library/abbottabad-compound/index.html.
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that are of little utility for addressing the topic of
this study. Because reading all of the material in
this collection was not feasible, I draw on only a
sample of the documents for this study.
Any sampling strategy creates the prospect of bias.
If my approach were more likely to create a corpus
of documents reflecting either al-Qaeda’s resilience or
its vulnerability, it would naturally call into question
the study’s findings.40 To guard against this, I culled
the thousands of documents in several steps. First,
I drew on those documents already released by the
Combatting Terrorism Center and the Office of the
Director of National Intelligence to gain an initial
baseline of the modal length, formatting, and key Arabic words used in al-Qaeda correspondence. I then
created a broader, searchable archive of the entire
collection of the over 25,000 Word, PDF, and Excel
documents released by the CIA. I searched this larger set of documents using al-Qaeda leaders’ names
and kunyas (nicknames), as well as several other key
terms, ranging from the very general (e.g., message,
martyrdom, Waziristan) to the very specific (e.g.,
drones, bombings, targeting, security precautions),
that would likely be used in official al-Qaeda correspondence. As my collection of relevant al-Qaeda
documents grew, I created new search terms and
included more names of al-Qaeda leaders before repeating the process. Although these searches often
yielded documents of varying lengths, no documents
that were relevant to this study exceeded 100 pages.
I then sorted the full document collection by document length and scanned through all of those that
were 100 pages or less to gather any that were missed
in the key word searches. In the process, I gathered
additional key words to again search in the full, unfiltered collection.
In total, the collection I used for this study consists
of over 400 Arabic-language documents. The content
of these documents varies. Just over 250 of them
were correspondences to, from, or between senior
al-Qaeda leaders. These deal with a range of topics,
including personnel promotions, the behavior of affiliates, and external operations. The collection also
includes around 100 documents that are routine correspondence between al-Qaeda family members. The

remaining documents are a mix of draft statements,
budgets, manuals, and longer-form reports commissioned or written by al-Qaeda’s upper echelons.
This 400-document collection provides unparalleled insight into the internal machinations of a
highly clandestine organization, but still has important limitations that I have tried to remedy
wherever possible. First, written communications
could reflect the personal biases, idiosyncrasies,
or misperceptions of their authors, some of whom
may have strategic incentives to misrepresent information they are passing to their leaders.41 To
address this concern, I draw on multiple pieces of
correspondence involving different al-Qaeda leaders for my empirical observations, when available, while also noting whether and how individual
senior leaders’ assessments and behavior changed
over time as the drone campaign proceeded.
Next, the Abbottabad Compound Collection can
only offer systematic information on the upper echelons of al-Qaeda’s Pakistan-based leadership prior
to May 2011. As such, I cannot conclude from these
documents that al-Qaeda’s affiliates or associates
were similarly robust or otherwise vulnerable to
drone strikes. I also cannot rule out the possibility that correspondence occurring at lower levels
of the organization, through other means, or after
May 2011 might conflict with these assessments.
Finally, although the documents released by the
CIA in late 2017 only excluded those that were protected by copyright, as well as pornography, duplicate files, and files whose release “would directly
damage efforts to keep the nation secure,” the documents may have been censored or deleted by the
terrorist group itself.42 Even a cursory examination
of the documents captured in Abbottabad, however, strongly suggests that bin Laden failed to censor
or delete sensitive documents, even when asked to
do so. The documents refer to many issues that the
group likely never intended to be public, including
its dealings with the Islamic Republic of Iran, the
movement of bin Laden’s family members, and
preparations for external operations targeting the
West.43 The collection also includes messages and
topics that were explicitly marked as “very secret”

40   Christopher Darnton, “Archives and Inference: Documentary Evidence in Case Study Research and the Debate Over U.S. Entry Into World War
II,” International Security 42, no. 3 (Winter 2017/2018): 102–04, https://doi.org/10.1162/ISEC_a_00306.
41   Alexander L. George, and Andrew Bennett, Case Studies and Theory Development in the Social Sciences (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 2005), 99–105.
42   CIA, “November 2017 Release of Abbottabad Compound Material.”
43   See, e.g., Nelly Lahoud, Al-Qaeda’s Contested Relationship with Iran, New America Foundation, 2018, 32–34, https://www.newamerica.
org/international-security/reports/al-qaidas-contested-relationship-iran/; “From Unknown to Azmray,” May 16, 2010, ACC document number
1ECE8568B66778A94A88FB1904452E58, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/1E/1ECE8568B66778A94A88FB1904452E58_الز.
pdf; and Abd al-Hafiz al-Muhajir, “The External [Operations Branch] Report,” March 6, 2008, ACC document number 3852490345ED77B6AEE2CA671AE904B4, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/38/3852490345ED77B6AEE2CA671AE904B4_تقرير_اخلارجى.pdf.
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Table 1: Variables and Indicators
VARIABLE

INDICATORS

Personnel Quality

Execution of planned succession
Reservations about replacements’ qualifications
General concerns with available bench of leaders, skilled personnel,
or other specialists

Organizational Efficiency and Control

Reduction in frequency of meetings, movement of personnel,
or communications
Defections, insubordination, or opportunism by middle- and lower-tier
operatives or affiliated groups

Safe-Haven Viability

Redirection of incoming personnel
Partial or complete evacuation
Perceived changes in local support

or where the sender instructed the reader to destroy the message upon reading it.44
Ultimately, the Abbottabad collection provides
an authoritative, but still incomplete and likely
flawed, archival source. I made every effort to minimize these flaws through a multi-tiered sampling
approach, using multiple sources of correspondence for my observations, and exploiting temporal variance in individual al-Qaeda operatives’ assessments for causal leverage. Where possible, I
also draw on complementary evidence from other
sources, to include recent secondary works tracing
al-Qaeda’s post-9/11 history. I turn next to my approach to using this evidence to measure my outcome variables in the section that follows.
Measuring Outcomes
This study evaluates the relationship between
drone strikes and al-Qaeda’s quality of personnel,
organizational efficiency and control, and safe-haven viability. Each of these outcomes has observable indicators that should manifest themselves in
al-Qaeda’s internal correspondence. Table 1 summarizes these indicators.
I code any changes in the depth of al-Qaeda’s

pool of qualified personnel using several criteria.
First, I assess al-Qaeda succession plans executed after the loss of operational and strategic leaders. If al-Qaeda failed to nominate a replacement
for an individual killed in a drone strike, it would
suggest that its human capital may have been depleted. Second, when nominees are put forward, I
trace any reservations that al-Qaeda operatives express about that individual’s qualifications or subsequent performance in the position. Beyond the
context of succession or the competence of specific replacements, I also weigh any general concerns
that al-Qaeda senior leaders express regarding the
availability or capability of its bench of leaders,
skilled personnel, or other specialists.
The second set of outcomes that I examine relate to al-Qaeda’s organizational efficiency and senior leaders’ control over subordinates. To assess
whether drone strikes affected these dimensions of
al-Qaeda’s organizational performance, I take into
account any recommended and institutionalized reductions in the frequency of meetings, movement of
personnel or resources, or communications. I then
assess whether there were any subsequent delays
in decision-making or slowing of organizational
procedures. With respect to internal control, I seek

44   See, e.g., “From Zamray to Younis,” March 17, 2010, ACC document number C32390D424573A101D3BCBA92395007E, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/C3/C32390D424573A101D3BCBA92395007E_الشيخ_يونس_الرسالة_الثانية.pdf; Author Unknown, “Also about the Shaykhs
– Very Secret – Erase or Erase the Names after Receiving It,” Undated, ACC document number B0B78B5F4347E19C71C44185DB303ED5, https://
www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/B0/B0B78B5F4347E19C71C44185DB303ED5_عن_املشايخ_أيضا_ـ_سري_للغاية_ ُيحذف_أو_يحذف_منه_األسماء_بعد
االطالع_عليه.pdf; and “From Unknown to Azmray,” May 16, 2010.
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evidence of any dissension within al-Qaeda’s ranks
— whether in the form of defections, insubordination, or an increase in opportunistic behavior by
al-Qaeda members — that follows or coincides with
reductions in senior leader availability.
Finally, I consider a number of observable activities by al-Qaeda to be indicative of a change in the
group’s reliance on the FATA. The first of these is
the redirection of any incoming personnel from the
tribal areas to other regions, either within Pakistan
or further afield. Second is any effort to permanently relocate select personnel, families, or operational
components and activities from the FATA, or any
authorizations and concrete steps toward a complete evacuation from the region. Third, and more
broadly, is any post-strike changes in local support
for al-Qaeda, whether in the form of providing sanctuary, funding, materiel, or new recruits.
When al-Qaeda leaders make opposite reflections
or decisions, I surmise that drone strikes failed to
degrade this dimension of al-Qaeda’s organizational
capabilities or behavior.45 Where reflections related
to these variables are altogether absent from al-Qaeda’s correspondence, I assume that this dimension
of al-Qaeda’s organizational capability, performance,
or perception was unaffected by drone strikes.46
The goal of this analysis is to attribute these outcomes to drone strikes, rather than other concurrent and potentially confounding counter-terrorism instruments. I rely on two types of inferential
approaches to do so. First, I seek direct, “smoking-gun” evidence wherein al-Qaeda explicitly attributes shortages of skilled personnel, a slowing of
organizational procedures, inability to exert command and control over its components or personnel, or a reduction in the viability of its FATA safe
haven to drone strikes.47 Of course, smoking-gun

evidence is rare in archival research, and its absence may not necessarily disprove a hypothesis.48
I also identify evidence that fulfills a “hoop test,”
wherein al-Qaeda mentions these challenges, but
does not directly attribute them to drone strikes.49
Where I employ this type of evidence, I provide
context to plausibly rule out alternative causes and
highlight any uncertainty I have regarding the role
of drone strikes in producing those effects.

Empirical Analysis
This section evaluates the extent to which drone
strikes degraded the quality of al-Qaeda’s human
resources, organizational processes, and safe haven. It begins with an overview of al-Qaeda’s presence and activities in Pakistan’s tribal areas and
temporal patterns in U.S. drone strikes. It then
evaluates how these strikes influenced al-Qaeda’s
organizational behavior and capabilities in turn.
Al-Qaeda Central and U.S. Drone Strikes
in Pakistan’s Northwest Frontier
In the wake of the 9/11 attacks and the subsequent fall of the Taliban’s Islamic Emirate, al-Qaeda’s leaders and their families dispersed.50 Some
senior operatives, not to mention members of bin
Laden’s family, fled to Iran, where they were first
offered limited sanctuary but were eventually arrested by Iranian authorities.51 Other al-Qaeda operatives moved into Pakistan’s urban centers, including Karachi, Lahore, and Rawalpindi, where
they continued to plot attacks against Western
targets.52 Al-Qaeda’s operational activities in Pakistan’s cities drew notice from Pakistani and U.S.

45   These include, for example, an affirmation of a successor’s qualifications or subsequent strong performance, assessments that organizational
processes are functioning at a normal pace, as well as expressions of safety or comfort in the FATA.
46   Notably, this approach to interpreting an absence of evidence could bias the results against pessimistic theories of drone strikes’ effectiveness. That is, the possibility exists that al-Qaeda was still struggling with these challenges, but simply did not express these difficulties in their
internal correspondence.
47   On the use of qualitative evidence for causal inference, see David Collier, “Understanding Process Tracing,” PS: Political Science & Politics 44,
no. 4 (October 2011): 823–30, https://doi.org/10.1017/S1049096511001429.
48   Jack Snyder, “Active Citation: In Search of Smoking Guns or Meaningful Context?” Security Studies 23, no. 2 (2014): 708–14, https://doi.org/1
0.1080/09636412.2014.970409.
49  James Mahoney, “The Logic of Process Tracing in the Social Sciences,” Sociological Methods and Research 41, no 4 (2012): 570–97, https://
doi.org/10.1177/0049124112437709.
50   On al-Qaeda’s pre-9/11 evolution, see, e.g., Kim R. Cragin, “Early History of Al-Qa’ida,” The Historical Journal 51, no. 4 (December 2008):
1047–67, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0018246X08007188; and Steve Coll, Ghost Wars: The Secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan and Bin Laden,
from the Soviet Invasion to September 10, 2001 (New York: Penguin, 2005).
51   On al-Qaeda’s time in Iran, see, e.g., Cathy Scott-Clark and Adrian Levy, The Exile: The Stunning Inside Story of Osama bin Laden and Al
Qaeda in Flight (New York: Bloomsbury Press, 2017); Assaf Moghadam, Nexus of Global Jihad: Understanding Cooperation Among Terrorist Actors
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2017), 195–221; and Bryce Loidolt, “Al-Qaeda’s Iran Dilemma: Evidence from the Abbottabad Records,” Studies
in Conflict and Terrorism, (2020), https://doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2020.1780011.
52   “In Search of Al Qaeda: Interview with Pervez Musharraf,” PBS Frontline, Sept. 23, 2002, https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/
search/interviews/musharraf.html.
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authorities, and a number of subsequent arrests
led al-Qaeda to flee to Pakistan’s tribal areas.53
From its safe haven in Pakistan’s tribal regions,
al-Qaeda’s senior leaders carried out a number of
activities. Al-Qaeda directly supported operations
in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and the West. Afghanistan and Pakistan operations appeared to consume
the lion’s share of al-Qaeda’s budget, according to
the group’s financial manager and senior lieutenant
Sheikh Saeed, who reported to bin Laden in early
2010 that “the bulk of our budget –approximately 80% -is spent on work inside Afghanistan and
Pakistan.”54 Al-Qaeda also used Pakistan’s tribal
areas as a platform from which it could plan, direct, and support external operations against the
West. These types of attacks remained important
for bin Laden, who declared to his closest lieutenants, “The most important activities the [al-Qaeda] Organization can carry out are operations that
directly affect the security and economy of all of
the American people … . Operations inside America
and targeting oil abroad … are among the strongest
and fastest ways to affect the [American] people.”55
Al-Qaeda senior leaders in Pakistan also issued
internal guidance and sent material support to, and
otherwise interacted with, affiliated and associated
groups.56 To help manage affiliates, bin Laden formulated what he referred to as his “General Policy”
(al-Siyasa al-Ama), guidance that was circulated to

al-Qaeda franchises and declared that al-Qaeda’s
focus was the “bigger external enemy before the
internal [enemy].”57 Beyond its formal affiliates,
al-Qaeda leaders in Pakistan also issued advice to
and otherwise engaged with the Afghan Taliban
and Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan, among others.58
Finally, al-Qaeda’s leadership spent an extensive
amount of effort in the tribal areas drafting and
producing audio, video, and written statements
and reports through its propaganda wing, al-Sahab. Al-Qaeda senior leaders indeed circulated
guidance to members active in media production,
providing instruction on appropriate content and
tone.59 Al-Qaeda leaders also proofread and provided peer-review comments on each other’s statements and written products.60
By early 2004, the United States learned from
captured al-Qaeda operative Hassan Ghul that
scores of Arab men, including senior al-Qaeda operatives Sheikh Saeed, Abd al Hadi al Iraqi, and
the eventual head of external operations Hamza
al Rabia, had settled in or regularly visited Shakai,
South Waziristan.61 According to Ghul, al-Qaeda
leaders had established a training infrastructure
in the area and were also in contact with Abu
Musab al Zarqawi.62 As reported by Pakistan’s
minister of interior in 2004, “Shakai had become
a base for Al Qaeda, and it was used as a training
and a transit camp by Al Qaeda.”63

53   “Committee Study of the Central Intelligence Agency’s Detention and Interrogation Program,” United States Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence, Dec. 9, 2014, https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/publications/CRPT-113srpt288.pdf, 217–301; and Rohan Gunaratna and Anders Nielsen, “Al Qaeda in the Tribal Areas of Pakistan and Beyond,” Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 31, no. 9 (2008): 782, https://doi.
org/10.1080/10576100802291568.
54   “From H Uthman to Azmray,” March 8, 2010, ACC document number 3B239CE2F97DFE3326836017E31A16E7, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/3B/3B239CE2F97DFE3326836017E31A16E7_lمن_عثمان_ألزمراي_ربيع_أول.pdf.
55   “From Zamray to al-Hajj Uthman and Shaykh Mahmud,” 2010, ACC document number 96FA650E29F645E8520643BFB576E5EE, https://www.
cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/96/96FA650E29F645E8520643BFB576E5EE_احلاج_عثمان_والشيخ_محمود.pdf.
56   On al-Qaeda’s management of affiliates, see Barak Mendelsohn, The al-Qaeda Franchise: The Expansion of al-Qaeda and its Consequences
(Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2015); and Byman, “Buddies or Burdens?”
57   “From Zamray to Hajji Uthman,” Jan. 31, 2010, ACC document number 5B5F57F3E7AE55451338F2C019895326, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/5B/5B5F57F3E7AE55451338F2C019895326_السابقة_احلاج_عثمان.pdf. This guidance was sent to al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula in July 2010. See “From Attiya to Abu Basir,” July 18, 2010, ACC document number 9B1BB19077B6EE6EBD574DF6663B52C8, https://www.cia.
gov/library/abbottabad-compound/9B/9B1BB19077B6EE6EBD574DF6663B52C8_1341شعبان602%ــ02%بصير02%أبي02%احلبيب02%األخ02%إلى.pdf.
58   See, e.g., “From Mahmud al-Hassan (Attiyatallah) and Abu Yahya to Hakimullah Mehsud,” Dec. 3, 2010, ACC document number 411DB8B7D9B106CB96A0B0669CC87357, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/41/411DB8B7D9B106CB96A0B0669CC87357__إلى_األخ_حكيم_الله
1341ذو_احلجة72_محسود_ـ.pdf; and “From Usama bin Muhammad bin Ladin to Emir al-Mu’mineen,” Dec. 4, 2010, ACC document number F6C4C6774AEA0CFDE0457CD218CDD21A, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/F6/F6C4C6774AEA0CFDE0457CD218CDD21A_إلى_صاحب_الطيب.
pdf.
59   Al-Qaeda General Command / Attiyatallah Abu Abd al-Rahman, “Directions for the Jihadi Media Work,” February 2010, ACC document number 61A067B1CAFCF960A51D1C7F1580FE4B, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/61/61A067B1CAFCF960A51D1C7F1580FE4B_
توجيهات_في_العمل_اإلعالمي_اجلهادي.pdf; Abu Yahya al-Libi, “Private Message to the Brothers in the Jihadi Media,” March 29, 2010, ACC document number
B861A02324FB7280C18E410AB7EE8E72, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/B8/B861A02324FB7280C18E410AB7EE8E72__جنود
اإلعالم.pdf.
60   “From Mahmud to Unknown,” March-April 2008, ACC document number 69B691FDEAE0E0CF542E8A19545DE186, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/69/69B691FDEAE0E0CF542E8A19545DE186_تعليق_محمود_على_تعليقات_اإلخوة_الكرام_على_رسالة_اإلميان.pdf.
61  “Committee Study of the Central Intelligence Agency’s Detention and Interrogation Program,” 370–75.
62   “Committee Study of the Central Intelligence Agency’s Detention and Interrogation Program,” 373–74. See also Gunaratna and Nielsen, “Al
Qaeda in the Tribal Areas of Pakistan and Beyond,” 783–84.
63   Salman Masood, “Pakistan Detains Ex-Qaeda Head’s Nephew and 9 with Terror Ties,” New York Times, June 14, 2004, https://www.nytimes.
com/2004/06/14/world/pakistan-detains-ex-qaeda-head-s-nephew-and-9-with-terror-ties.html.
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Figure 1. Monthly U.S. Drone Strikes in Pakistan, April 2004 – May 2011

After a Pakistani military offensive and an ill-fated peace accord, known as the Shakai Agreement,
U.S. drone strikes in Pakistan’s tribal region began in
June 2004, reportedly killing Pakistani militant Nek
Mohammed.64 After Mohammed’s death and the dispersal of al-Qaeda beyond South Waziristan, several
subsequent strikes targeted senior al-Qaeda leaders
as well as militants organizing cross-border attacks
into Afghanistan.65 As the United States honed its
approach to collecting and synthesizing information
gained from overhead surveillance, technical means,
and human informants, by 2008 it also had eased
operational constraints on drone strikes and eventually expanded the campaign to more regularly target militants carrying out attacks in Pakistan.66
Figure 1 draws on the New America Foundation

drone strike database to illustrate the increasing
frequency of U.S. drone strikes in Pakistan’s tribal areas, particularly after 2007.67 As illustrated in
Figure 1, the New America Foundation was unable
to ascertain the target group for the plurality of
strikes between 2004 and 2011. This is likely because the targets of strikes are not always apparent
from media reporting, particularly in instances of
near misses or where the operative is not a senior
member of an organization.6869
Although the data may be incomplete and the
affiliation of the targets are often uncertain, the
trend depicted in Figure 1 can still guide the subsequent empirical analysis. As a result of the increased rate of U.S. drone strikes from 2004 to 2011,
theories and claims about the campaign’s success

64  New American Foundation, “Drone Strikes: Pakistan”; C. Christine Fair and Seth G. Jones, “Pakistan’s War Within,” Survival 51, no. 6 (2009):
161–88, https://doi.org/10.1080/00396330903465204.
65   Mark Mazetti and David E. Sanger, “Obama Expands Missile Strikes Inside Pakistan,” New York Times, Feb. 20, 2009, https://www.nytimes.
com/2009/02/21/washington/21policy.html; Gunaratna and Nielsen, “Al Qaeda in the Tribal Areas,” 787.
66  Hayden, Playing to the Edge, 336–37; Peritz and Rosenbach, Find, Fix, Finish, 153–54, 159; Leon Panetta, Worthy Fights: A Memoir of Leadership in War and Peace (New York: Penguin Books, 2014), 241; and Mazetti and Sanger, “Obama Expands Missile Strikes Inside Pakistan.”
67   Data retrieved from “The Drone War in Pakistan,” New America Foundation, accessed Dec. 7, 2021, https://www.newamerica.org/international-security/reports/americas-counterterrorism-wars/the-drone-war-in-pakistan/. Although several datasets of U.S. drone strikes in Pakistan exist,
to include the Long War Journal’s “U.S. Airstrikes in the Long War” database and the Bureau of Investigative Journalism’s “Drone Warfare” project, I
use the New America Foundation’s dataset here because it more readily allows one to filter by targeted group, while also offering transparent and
consistent methodology. Regardless, the annual trends across these three datasets align closely. For the New America Foundation’s data-collection
methodology, see “Drone Wars Methodology,” New America Foundation, accessed Dec. 7, 2021, https://securitydata.newamerica.net/drones/methodology.html.
68   For example, senior leader Attiya Abd al Rahman reported having just dodged a drone strike on Jan. 23, 2011, describing how an al-Qaeda
operative named Riyadh al Husayni was subsequently killed when investigating the result of the strike. The New America Foundation database
lists there having been three strikes that day, but the target organizations are coded as “Unclear” for each of them. For Attiya’s report, see “From
Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Jan. 24, 2011, ACC document number 99D9514748A90A2A378B40503C2B0219, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/99/99D9514748A90A2A378B40503C2B0219_2341صفر02_من_محمود_ـ.pdf.
69   New America Foundation, “The Drone War in Pakistan.”
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suggest that al-Qaeda’s talent pool, organizational
efficiency and control, and safe-haven viability decreased over time, while pessimistic theories and
claims imply the opposite.
Personnel Quality
This section evaluates the extent to which U.S.
drone strikes degraded al-Qaeda’s talent pool. If
this did occur, we should expect to see succession
challenges, reservations over the quality of replacements for killed operatives, and, more generally,
concerns over the availability of qualified personnel. Any absence of these types of reflections or any evidence of uninhibited
personnel promotions would naturally
suggest that al-Qaeda’s bench of qualified operatives remained deep.
Beginning in 2005, the United States
was able to successfully kill several high-ranking members of al-Qaeda.
This included external operations chief
Hamza al Rabia, who died in November
2005, as well as Abu Khabab al Masri, a
veteran al-Qaeda explosives expert, who
died in July 2008.70 Some of al-Qaeda’s
military officials also were eliminated via drone
strikes, including Abu Layth al Libi, a Libyan operative who had become the group’s spokesman
and helped manage al-Qaeda operations in Afghanistan, as well as his deputy, Abu Sahl al Libi, both
of whom died in a single strike in January 2008.71
It is apparent from the group’s internal correspondence that al-Qaeda maintained rather robust
succession procedures to replace these personnel
with little apprehension over the qualifications
of their replacements. After Abu Layth’s demise,
al-Qaeda established a clear succession plan that
would eventually leave Libyan operative Abdullah

Saeed in charge of the branch.72 Abu Khabab al
Masri was also able to train acolytes who served as
explosives instructors after his death.73 Al-Qaeda’s
responses to these initial losses was thus relatively
reserved: Senior leader Attiya Abd al Rahman concluded in a letter to bin Laden in March 2008 that
“[w]hat has occurred in terms of the two tragedies
– killing and imprisoning the mighty brothers – almost shakes the pillars.”74
Al-Qaeda’s external operations branch is an exception. Al Rabia, himself one in a string of al-Qaeda external operations personnel who had been
captured or killed after 9/11, was succeeded by Abu

There is strong evidence to
suggest that this wave of drone
strikes continued to erode
al-Qaeda’s list of personnel who
were qualified to serve in its
external operations branch.
Ubaydah al Masri, a well-seasoned operative.75 After Abu Ubaydah died of natural causes, Abu Saleh
al Somali took over the external operations section in early 2008.76 In a letter to senior al-Qaeda
leaders, Abu Saleh assessed himself as being “not
competent,” and further described his “limited understanding” of the branch’s strategy.77 Bin Laden
would eventually concur with Abu Saleh’s sentiment and order that he be re-assigned.78
As drone strikes increased between 2008 and
2010, several senior and mid-level al-Qaeda leaders
were killed. This included individuals involved in
al-Qaeda’s operations in Afghanistan and Pakistan,

70   For circumstances surrounding Abu Khabab’s killing, see Author Unknown, “Report of the Security Committee,” May 17, 2010, ACC document number ADA6EB8284E8D75733F93503C3CB7BDA, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/AD/ADA6EB8284E8D75733F93503C3CB7BDA_التقرير_املطلوب.pdf. For those of Hamza al-Rabia’s, see “From Uthman to Zamray,” March 1, 2006, ACC document number F1C827017C6F0D4B7D77335A5F864A44, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/F1/F1C827017C6F0D4B7D77335A5F864A44_ملولوي_زمراي.
pdf.
71   Kévin Jackson, “Abu Layth al-Libi,” Combating Terrorism Center, West Point, accessed Dec. 8, 2021, https://ctc.usma.edu/app/uploads/2015/03/CTC_Abu-al-Layth-al-Libi-Jihadi-Bio-February2015-1.pdf, 53.
72   “From Hajji Uthman to Zamray,” April 16, 2008, ACC document number C6090F43E081E2DCCDFF5363C762417B, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/C6/C6090F43E081E2DCCDFF5363C762417B_من_عثمان_ملولوى_زمراي_ربيع.pdf.
73   Jones, Hunting in the Shadows, 316.
74   “From Attiya to Abu Abdullah,” March-April 2008, ACC document number 503F3CF4EDDF4EC13F103E6552FB41AC, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/50/503F3CF4EDDF4EC13F103E6552FB41AC_هـ9241_من_عطية_إلى_أزمراي_ـ_ربيع_األول.pdf.
75   Mitchell D. Silber, The Al Qaeda Factor: Plots Against the West (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), 5.
76   Bruce Hoffman, “Who Is Abu Ubaidah al-Masri and Why Should We Care: An Obituary,” Insite Blog on Terrorism and Extremism, accessed Dec.
8, 2021, http://news.siteintelgroup.com/blog/index.php/about-us/21-jihad/16-hoffalmasri; and Silber, The Al Qaeda Factor, 5.
77   al-Muhajir, “The External [Operations Branch] Report,” March 6, 2008.
78   “From Attiya to Azmray,” Aug. 22, 2009, ACC document number F5C840A3074C7D3000D60046D9590EB0, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/F5/F5C840A3074C7D3000D60046D9590EB0_هـ0341ألزمراي_ـ_غرة_رمضان.pdf.
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such as Khalid al Habib and Abdullah Saeed, both
of whom were tapped to oversee operations in Afghanistan after Abu Layth’s death.79 A U.S. strike
also reportedly killed Osama al Kini, al-Qaeda’s
chief of operations in Pakistan in January 2009.80
In addition, the list of those killed during this time
period included several individuals working as officials in al-Qaeda’s external operations and in other
specialist roles. Prior to the December 2009 death
of Abu Saleh, the reluctant head of al-Qaeda’s external branch, drone strikes killed Rashid al Rauf
and an operative named Annas, both of whom were
also involved in al-Qaeda’s external operations activity.81 Mansur al Shami, an al-Qaeda ideologue
and deputy to senior al-Qaeda leader Abu Yahya al
Libi, was reportedly killed in early 2010, whereas
Abu Jihad al Masri, a media official who had served
as head of al-Qaeda’s security committee, died in
an October 2008 drone strike.82
There is strong evidence to suggest that this
wave of drone strikes continued to erode al-Qaeda’s
list of personnel who were qualified to serve in its
external operations branch. Writing in April 2009,
well after the deaths of Annas and al Rauf, al-Qaeda’s external operations chief Abu Saleh complained that he lacked “required cadres” to staff
a complete external operations organization.83 As
mentioned above, due to Abu Saleh’s poor performance, by August 2009 bin Laden asked Attiya to
find a new external operations chief. Attiya struggled to do so, however, reporting to bin Laden:

[A] real problem is confronting us now, and
it is the lack of a more preferable replacement [for Abu Saleh al Somali] … after the
martyrdom of the brother Rauf and brother
Annas … we no longer have an appropriate
individual to fill this position … . There is
the brother Tufan [Adnan al Shukrijumah],
but he is flawed.84
Beyond revealing the group’s shrinking personnel base, Attiya’s assessment is notable because he
had previously expressed some degree of bravado
regarding the extent of the group’s losses in March
2008, just around the time Abu Saleh had assumed
control of the external operations branch.85
Unsurprisingly, al-Qaeda struggled to replace
Abu Saleh after his death in late 2009. Sheikh
Saeed offered bin Laden two options as permanent
replacements. The first, Younis al Mauritani, Saeed
noted, had “good, relevant knowledge, is interested
in external work, and is most knowledgeable in the
military sciences.”86 Saaed assessed the other, Adnan al Shukrijumah, as being competent, but noted
that he had performed poorly as Abu Saleh’s deputy and was arrogant, insubordinate, and often distracted with tasks unrelated to his duties.87 Saeed
eventually concluded that al Shukrijumah should
oversee the branch from behind the scenes, with
another individual, Abd al Rahman al Sharqi, serving as its nominal head.88 Al Shukrijumah would
continue to falter, however, with both Attiya and

79   Bill Roggio, “Al Qaeda Shadow Army Commander Thought Killed in Dec. 17 Strike,” Long War Journal, Jan. 8, 2010, https://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/01/al_qaeda_shadow_army_2.php; and Pir Zubair Shah, “U.S. Strike is Said to Kill Qaeda Figure in Pakistan,” New York Times,
Oct. 17, 2008, https://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/18/world/asia/18pstan.html.
80   Bill Roggio, “Al Qaeda’s Operations Chief in Pakistan Killed in New Year’s Strike,” Long War Journal, Jan. 8, 2009, https://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2009/01/al_qaedas_operations.php; and Glyn Williams, Predator, 91–92.
81   “From Attiya to Azmray,” Aug. 22, 2009; and Mark Mazzetti and Souad Mekhhennet, “Qaeda Planner in Pakistan Killed by Drone,” New York
Times, Dec. 11, 2009, https://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/12/world/asia/12drone.html; Glyn Williams, Predators, 84; and “Rashid Rauf Among Five
Killed in US Attack,” Dawn, Nov. 23, 2008, https://www.dawn.com/news/331358/rashid-rauf-among-five-killed-in-us-attack.
82   “From H Uthman to Azmray,” Feb. 17, 2010, ACC document number 34107427DAC7382457F9D58F4307081C, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/34/34107427DAC7382457F9D58F4307081C_lمن_عثمان_ألزمراي_ربيع_أول.pdf; Agence France-Presse, “Suspected Al Qaeda
Operative Killed in US Strike,” France 24, Oct. 31, 2008, https://www.france24.com/en/20081031-suspected-al-qaeda-operative-killed-us-strike-pakistan; and “Jordanian Bodyguard for Al-Qaida Reported Killed in Pakistan Drone Strike,” Voice of America, Jan. 12, 2010, https://www.voanews.
com/a/jordanian-bodyguard-for-al-qaida-reported-killed-in-pakistan-drone-strike-81334907/165273.html.
83   Saleh al-Somali, “Report on External Work,” April 16, 2009, ACC document number 1C829499077F5287AB4F1DBFF8174D9B, https://www.cia.
gov/library/abbottabad-compound/1C/1C829499077F5287AB4F1DBFF8174D9B_حلاص_نم.pdf.
84   “From Attiya to Azmray,” Aug. 22, 2009. I identify Muhib Allah and Tufan as Adnan al Shukrijumah based on al-Qaeda senior leaders referencing a file entitled “Terrorize Them,” which they separately describe as having been written by both Tufan and Muhib Allah. See “From H Uthman to
Zamray,” March 8, 2010, ACC document number 34107427DAC7382457F9D58F4307081C, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/34/
34107427DAC7382457F9D58F4307081C_lمن_عثمان_ألزمراي_ربيع_أول.pdf; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Aug. 28, 2010, ACC document number
E00B2C1F3B97FA810A689C513C780E36, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/E0/E00B2C1F3B97FA810A689C513C780E36__من
رمضان71_محمود_ــ.pdf. In another note, Sheikh Saeed refers to Muhib Allah as Jafar al Tayyar, a known alias for al Shukrijumah. See “From Uthman to
Zamray,” Dec. 28, 2009, ACC document number FED9C56C134B0704EDEFDA9D3F8FE07C, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/
FE/FED9C56C134B0704EDEFDA9D3F8FE07C_13_من_ح_عثمان_محرم.pdf; and “Committee Study of the Central Intelligence Agency’s Detention and
Interrogation Program,” 580, 608.
85   “From Attiya to Abu Abdullah,” March–April 2008.
86   “From Uthman to Zamray,” Dec. 28, 2009.
87   “From Uthman to Zamray,” Dec. 28, 2009.
88   “From H Uthman to Zamray,” March 8, 2010. On al Sharqi, also known as Ahmed Abdulrahman Sihab, see “Terrorist Designation of Ahmed
Abdulrahman Sihab Ahmed Sihab,” U.S. Department of State, July 17, 2012, https://2009-2017.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2012/07/195140.htm.
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al Zawahiri complaining that he was unable to articulate an appropriately scoped and adequately
detailed “program” and remained distracted with
miscellaneous tasks into the summer of 2010.89
In early 2010, shortages also became more pronounced in other areas of al-Qaeda’s personnel
roster beyond external operations. In January
2010, Attiya and Abu Yahya suggested to bin Laden that rather than taking on additional responsibilities in external operations, Younis should stay
in the Sharia committee. The reason they offered
was that there was a “dire need for him in it [the
Sharia Committee], especially after the death of
Mansur al-Shami.”90
Such difficulties were not felt evenly across the
organization in late 2009 and early 2010, however. A replacement security official named Abu al
Wafa, whom Saeed described as “competent,” succeded Abu Jihad.91 In terms of replacing Abdullah
Saeed, in December 2009 his deputy, Saidi, took
over as a temporary replacement.92 Sheikh Saeed
offered several options to permanently replace
Abdullah Saeed, including keeping his deputy in
the position.93 At the end of January 2010, Attiya
and Sheikh Saeed opined that Saidi was the best
choice.94 Al-Qaeda operative Uthman al Shahri
assumed al Kini’s post.95 Al-Qaeda leaders would
later express some reservations about al Shahri’s
“diplomatic” approach, but still viewed his performance as generally strong.96
In mid-2010, drone strikes killed several more

middle managers and senior leaders. The most
senior operative killed was Sheikh Saeed, who died
in May 2010.97 Others included Amir al Fateh, a veteran al-Qaeda military official, al Shahri, who was
al-Qaeda’s chief for operations in Pakistan, as well
as Abdullah al Halabi, bin Laden’s son-in-law who
helped make arrangements for the movement of
bin Laden’s family members.98 A string of al-Qaeda
logisticians were also killed, as well as the military
official Saidi, whom Attiya and Sheikh Saeed had
previously recommended as a replacement for Abdullah Saeed.99
Unlike previous instances where the loss of a
leader was followed by a clear proclamation from
Sheikh Saeed or Attiya regarding their replacement, such discussions were absent from al-Qaeda’s correspondence after these losses. In a single
letter, for example, Attiya reported the loss of 10
individuals to drone strikes, making no mention of
any replacements.100 After Saidi died, Attiya simply
reflected that “the middle-level leadership and cadres are tormented by the killing … compensating
[for the killing] is proceeding slowly … and the spy
war does not provide a large opportunity.”101 Al-Qaeda also continued to struggle to identify personnel to serve in its external operations branch. In
the summer of 2010, bin Laden tasked Attiya with
identifying a qualified individual to assume “general responsibility” for external work across the “regions.”102 But, by late 2010, Attiya had simply added
this responsibility to his portfolio, despite viewing

89   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Aug. 28, 2010.
90   “From Hajji Uthman and al-Shaykh Mahmud to Azmray,” Jan. 25, 2010, ACC document number CB09C06FF85363335A038AF3D83736FE,
https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/CB/CB09C06FF85363335A038AF3D83736FE_1341صفر01_جواب_ألزمراي_ـ.pdf.
91   Author Unknown, “Report of the Security Committee”; and “From H Uthman to Zamray,” Feb. 17, 2010. For more on Abu Wafa al Saudi, also
known as Abd al Rahman al Juhni, see “Treasury Designates Al-Qaeda Leaders in Syria,” U.S. Department of the Treasury, May 14, 2014, https://
www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releases/Pages/jl2396.aspx.
92   “From Uthman to Zamray,” Dec. 28, 2009.
93   “From Uthman to Zamray,” Dec. 28, 2009.
94   “From Hajji Uthman and al-Shaykh Mahmud to Azmray,” Jan. 25, 2010. The group also had sufficient local cadres to support the creation of
Lashkar-e-Zill, a paramilitary unit that operated in the border region. Syed Saleem Shahzad, Inside Al-Qaeda and the Taliban: Beyond Bin Laden and
9/11 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 177–85.
95   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19, 2010, ACC document number 3663EBB50528F58783EB34F9F7ACBDD2, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/36/3663EBB50528F58783EB34F9F7ACBDD2_1341من_محمود_ـ_رجب.pdf.
96   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19, 2010.
97   Matthew Cole and Nick Schifrin, “Death of Al Qaeda Number Three Is End of An Era,” ABC News, May 17, 2010, https://abcnews.go.com/
Blotter/al-qaeda-number-al-yazid-killed/story?id=10793370.
98   “From Mahmud to Usama bin Ladin,” Oct. 6, 2010, ACC document number C51E8BA4CE8263C5115D6EB74FB8757D, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/C5/C51E8BA4CE8263C5115D6EB74FB8757D_هـــ1341_شوال72_من_محمود.pdf; “From Uthman to Zamray,” Dec. 28, 2009;
and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Jan. 24, 2011. On these individuals, see, e.g., Mustafa Hamid and Leah Farrell, The Arabs at War in Afghanistan (London: Hurst and Co, 2015), xv; Scott-Clark and Levy, The Exile, 147–49; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19, 2010.
99   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19, 2010; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Nov. 24, 2010, ACC document number 23A7EDEA91B69647F9C47A4D73602620, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/23/23A7EDEA91B69647F9C47A4D73602620_02%ــ02%محمود02%من
1341األضحى02%عيد.pdf.
100   “From Mahmud to Usama bin Ladin,” Oct. 6, 2010.
101   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19, 2010.
102   “From Zamray to Mahmud,” July 6, 2010, ACC document number ABACDA95C757D68EC50382E62563571B, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/AB/ABACDA95C757D68EC50382E62563571B_الشيخ_محمود.pdf.
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Put simply, the evidence
suggests that U.S.
drone strikes outpaced
al-Qaeda’s organizational
processes for managing
personnel turnover and
mentoring new personnel.
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his existing position as already overwhelming.103
Al-Qaeda also could not identify an individual capable of overseeing an attack on U.S. soil. At the
end of August 2010, Attiya discussed the possibility
of tasking al-Qaeda operative al Shukrijumah with
managing a “large attack inside America.”104 Both
Attiya and al Zawahiri had reservations, however,
due to his aforementioned poor performance in his
position.105 As an alternative, Attiya proposed an
operative named Abu Dujana al Basha, also with
some reservation, due to his lack of experience.106
Bin Laden would respond a month later by nixing
both candidates.107
Al-Qaeda’s roster of logisticians and other specialists also appeared to erode during this time. Directed by bin Laden to transport his son, Hamzah,
out of Waziristan, Attiya expressed frustration
with the successive loss of al-Qaeda smugglers
Muhammad Khan, Mawiya, and Abdullah al Halabi, all of whom were assisting him in this matter.
“Hamzah is now at our location in the region, after
the death of Abd al-Latif [Abdullah al-Halabi] the
projects were delayed … and the problem was compounded with the death of Muhammad Khan and
the brother Mawiya a-Baluchi,” Attiya lamented.
“We gave them [Mawiya and Khan] responsibility
for the arrangements for the route … but shortly after returning to the region, as Allah intended, they
were martyred in a bombing also.”108 Throughout
the summer of 2010, Attiya also struggled to identify a suitable, available, and qualified deputy.109
There are a few exceptions to this clear evidence

of al-Qaeda’s thinning bench due to drone strikes.
For one, Attiya quickly assumed Sheikh Saeed’s
position after his May 2010 death, and bin Laden
approved his two-year term in the position in early
July.110 Although prior to his death Sheikh Saeed
had relayed some concerns about Attiya’s “intensity,” there is no evidence to suggest he was not
qualified for the position.111 Pakistani operations
chief al Shahri was also succeeded by his cousin,
who, according to at least one assessment, performed better in the position.112 And, in November
2010, Attiya listed 14 individuals (three “veterans”
and 10 from the “new generation”) who could be
suitable for future leadership positions.113
More generally, though, toward the end of 2010
both Attiya and bin Laden reflected on the scale
and detrimental effects of personnel losses. “Our
situation is difficult due to a severe deficiency in
cadres,” Attiya complained in November 2010.114
Bin Laden would also describe to al Zawahiri that
“if the leadership dies, young leaders who do not
possess all the expertise that the previous leadership did take over.”115 In a message to al-Qaeda
in the Arabian Peninsula Emir Nasir al Wahayshi,
Attiya also described how the “spy planes … have
killed many of the leadership, cadres, and others in the past two years,” and emphasized the
group’s “incomplete strength and power” in the
border region.116
Based on this documented evidence, it appears
that the steady increase in drone strikes degraded the quality of al-Qaeda’s personnel. In line

103   “From Zamray to Abu Muhammad,” Dec. 4, 2010, ACC document number 34DEB8A51469D6E55388F87A04D265C4, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/34/34DEB8A51469D6E55388F87A04D265C4_إلى_الشيخ_أبي_محمد.pdf; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19,
2010.
104   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Aug. 28, 2010.
105   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Aug. 28, 2010.
106   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Aug. 28, 2010. For more on al Basha, see Bill Roggio, “Senior al Qaeda ‘Hidden Commander’ Thought Killed
by US in 2014,” Long War Journal, Feb. 1, 2016, https://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2016/02/senior-al-qaeda-hidden-commander-thoughtkilled-by-us-in-2014.php; “Treasury Targets Al Qaida Operatives in Iran,” U.S. Department of the Treasury, Jan. 16, 2009, https://www.treasury.gov/
press-center/press-releases/Pages/hp1360.aspx; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Nov. 24, 2010.
107   “From Zamray to Mahmud,” Sept. 26, 2010, ACC document number 37B57F8644B4FE58C42579867C72B77E, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/37/37B57F8644B4FE58C42579867C72B77E_إلى_الشيخ_محمود.pdf.
108   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Nov. 24, 2010.
109   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” July 19, 2010, ACC document number 960C49AFFB077F2F2E3CBCD74F83258D, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/96/960C49AFFB077F2F2E3CBCD74F83258D_1341شعبان5_من_محمود_ـ.pdf; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Aug.
28, 2010.
110   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19, 2010; and “From Zamray to Mahmud,” July 6, 2010.
111
“From H Uthman to Azmray,” April 14, 2010, ACC document number E88A28E21B9D074C4828E9115F5E80CC, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/E8/E88A28E21B9D074C4828E9115F5E80CC_من_ح_عثمان.pdf.
112   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Nov. 24, 2010.
113   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Nov. 24, 2010.
114   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Nov. 24, 2010.
115   “From Zamray to Abu Muhammad,” Oct. 17, 2010, ACC document number 3C85571A1C09D85153917A3B5670A6AF, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/3C/3C85571A1C09D85153917A3B5670A6AF_إلى_الشيخ_أبي_محمد.pdf.
116   “From Attiya to Abu Basir,” Summer 2010, ACC document number CD1219ED5F15C96D4CCBE4CD930B7559, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/CD/CD1219ED5F15C96D4CCBE4CD930B7559_الفقرة_التي__من_رسالتي_ألبي_بصير.pdf.
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with theories emphasizing the insulating effects
of internal procedures and processes, early in the
drone strike campaign al-Qaeda appeared to have
had little issue replacing personnel killed by these
strikes. Over time, however, this changed. First to
suffer was the group’s external operations branch,
which began to degrade in quality by 2008. Eventually, this spread into al-Qaeda’s branches that were
responsible for local operations, as well as its logisticians. Put simply, the evidence suggests that U.S.
drone strikes outpaced al-Qaeda’s organizational
processes for managing personnel turnover and
mentoring new personnel.
Organizational Efficiency and Control
In this section, I evaluate whether al-Qaeda’s organizational efficiency and control declined as U.S.
drone strikes increased. If these components of
al-Qaeda’s performance did, in fact, decrease, we
should expect to see a deliberate decision by senior
leaders to reduce their movement, meetings, and/
or communications. This should be followed by an
increase in the amount of time and resources needed to conduct routine organizational tasks, and/or
an increase in apparent defections, splintering, and
opportunistic behavior by subordinates.
There was a great deal of reluctance among senior al-Qaeda leaders to restrict their movement,
meetings, or communications in response to drone
strikes conducted between 2006 and 2008. When
discussing whether the group might adjust its protocols due to U.S. strikes, Sheikh Saeed relayed to
bin Laden in March 2006 that “There is an inverse
relationship between the work progressing with
more activity and efficiency and maintaining the
execution of every security precaution.”117 Emblematic of a reluctance to reduce senior leader activity,

one senior al-Qaeda leader was able to coordinate relations with the Taliban while al Zawahiri
was also able to receive feedback on a draft statement from Attiya and Sheikh Saeed during this
period.118 In the spring of 2008, al-Qaeda’s leaders
were comfortable meeting with a delegation from
the Taliban, the emir of the Iranian militant group,
Jundullah, and a journalist from al-Jazeera.119 In a
historical review of al-Qaeda’s security situation in
Pakistan’s tribal areas, one senior operative reflected, “I am not exaggerating in saying that we were
moving around with total freedom as if we were in
Kandahar at the time of the Emirate.”120
Carrying out this rather high level of operational activity, al-Qaeda leadership’s communication with affiliates appeared relatively smooth.
Throughout 2006 and 2007, al-Qaeda leaders attempted to negotiate a merger between the Islamic State of Iraq and the Iraqi militant group Ansar al-Sunna, a feat that involved communicating
with both parties.121 Al-Qaeda leaders were able to
reach their affiliate in North Africa, al-Qaeda in
the Islamic Maghreb, albeit seemingly with less
frequency, but still with no acknowledged delay.122
In August 2007, al-Qaeda was also in touch with
its nascent franchise in Yemen.123
Al-Qaeda’s leaders did, however, sometimes
struggle to issue guidance or otherwise send personnel or other items to their affiliates, though
drone strikes were not the source of these difficulties. In October 2007, for example, al Zawahiri
apologized on behalf of “the brothers” for potential
delays in providing al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb an unspecified item or set of items, but blamed
Pakistani army operations and other challenges
with the route, rather than U.S. drone strikes.124
Al-Qaeda senior leaders expressed similar frustration with the “route” to Iraq and were unable

117   “From Uthman to Zamray,” March 1, 2006.
118   “From Unknown to Azmray,” Feb. 4, 2008, ACC document number 9919986374A55ECBA780B00CD2BFC783, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/99/9919986374A55ECBA780B00CD2BFC783_الزمراي.pdf.
119   “From Hajji Uthman to Zamray,” April 16, 2008.
120   Author Unknown, “The Security Message,” 2010, ACC document number 6C6AEF724831822C4AA066987CDB419F, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/6C/6C6AEF724831822C4AA066987CDB419F_رسالة_أمنية.pdf. Scott-Clark and Levy also describe how al Zawahiri felt
comfortable briefing 200 field commanders in the summer of 2006. See Scott-Clark and Levy, The Exile, 257.
121
See, e.g., “From Ayman al-Zawahiri to Abu Abdullah al-Shafi‘i,” Jan. 26, 2006, ACC document number 989F07FD1F215958E71D16B7F1CFE887, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/98/989F07FD1F215958E71D16B7F1CFE887_للشافعي.pdf; and “From Unknown to
Attiya,” June-July 2007, ACC document number C7F85C829AEB3CED802AFE920AB2D282, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/
C7/C7F85C829AEB3CED802AFE920AB2D282_العراق.pdf.
122   “From Ayman al-Zawahiri to Abu Musab Abd al-Wudud,” March 6, 2008, ACC document number 483A46B19F12AFA6F039BA7C485C0996,
https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/48/483A46B19F12AFA6F039BA7C485C0996_جز.pdf; “From Hajji Uthman to Zamray,” April 16,
2008; and “From Hajji Uthman to Zamray,” April 16, 2008.
123   “Letter to Shaykh Abu Muhammad 17 August 2007,” Aug. 17, 2007, Office of the Director of Intelligence, https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ubl2016/english/Letter%20to%20Shaykh%20Abu%20Muhammad%2017%20August%202007.pdf.
124   “From Ayman al-Zawahiri to Abu Musab Abd al-Wudud,” Oct. 18, 2007, ACC document number 4EF139E590CE66D7AF845D853BF0940F,
https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/4E/4EF139E590CE66D7AF845D853BF0940F_وسالة_اجلزائر.pdf.
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to commit to sending personnel to assist the Islamic State of Iraq.125 “Perhaps the situation there
[in Iraq] doesn’t necessitate committees so much
as it requires following up with our brothers via
communications, correspondence, guidance, and
inquiries, as well as with orders,” Attiya advised
bin Laden.126 In Yemen too, the ability of al-Qaeda
leaders to guide the group’s affiliate seemed limited. In early spring 2008, Attiya reported to bin
Laden that Yemen-based operatives had requested
to launch, and then simply announced, a “branch,”
leading Attiya to ask for bin Laden’s guidance.127
Through 2009, al-Qaeda’s leadership remained
relatively lax in terms of its security protocols,
even as strikes continued to increase. A letter written from a senior al-Qaeda leader to bin Laden in
March 2009 describes a whole host of meetings
among and between senior al-Qaeda leaders, their
allies, and subordinates, which implies few, if any,
restrictions were in place. This includes a meeting with a delegation from the Afghan Taliban, as
well as the creation of a joint council comprised
of members of the Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan and
other jihadis from North Waziristan and Bajaur.128
Sheikh Saeed reported, in August 2009, that “the
matters of the work are going well,” just as Attiya
reported his ability to closely monitor and intervene in the external operations branch and emphasized financial and personnel shortfalls — rather
than stringent operational security measures — as
the key challenges facing the group.129 Although
acknowledging some challenges posed by the “enemy’s strikes,” Sheikh Saeed also described an

intensive leadership development course he had
arranged and successfully delivered in 2009.130
And, in March 2010, Saeed described having met
with and counseled al Shukrijumah several times,
likely alongside other senior al-Qaeda leaders.131
Even as al-Qaeda seemed comfortable operating
freely in the tribal areas, its communications with
its affiliates sometimes sputtered. Throughout
late 2009, al-Qaeda struggled to establish a “connection” with Iraq.132 As a result of poorly organized correspondence processes, a bevy of letters
from al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb composed
between January and May 2009 did not reach bin
Laden until September.133 Fighting in the tribal areas obstructed al-Qaeda’s ability to send an encrypted message to operatives in Somalia, and the
emir of al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, al Wahayshi, would later report that, as a result of communications challenges with al-Qaeda leadership
in 2009, the group “acted on our own and made
some decisions” leading to a poorly managed kidnapping operation that al Wahayshi admitted “did
not work well.”134
It was not until mid-2010 that drone strikes led
al-Qaeda to formally restrict and decrease communication and meetings, however. In April 2010,
al Zawahiri ordered a halt to meetings due to “security concerns.”135 Months later, Attiya proposed
stopping much of the group’s activity in the tribal
regions to avoid drone surveillance and strikes in
June and July 2010.136 Bin Laden concurred, permitting Attiya to “calm things down and reduce movement to preserve your safety, as well as the safety

125   “From Attiya to Abu Abdullah,” March-April 2008; “From Unknown to Azmray,” March 5, 2008, ACC document number 5D66F9CEFDDA529079DA6886C8CBF293, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/5D/5D66F9CEFDDA529079DA6886C8CBF293_الزمر.pdf; and “From
Hajji Uthman to Zamray,” April 16, 2008.
126   “From Attiya to Abu Abdullah,” March-April 2008.
127   “From Attiya to Abu Abdullah,” March-April 2008.
128   “From Unknown to Azmray,” March 12, 2009, ACC document number AFFBC494A76282FD4466E4B586CDFBD8, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/AF/AFFBC494A76282FD4466E4B586CDFBD8_السالم_عليكم.pdf.
129   “From Uthman to Zamray,” Aug. 3 2009, ACC document number 94B921C75401E4F240BBDBC1AE9D5A9F, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/94/94B921C75401E4F240BBDBC1AE9D5A9F_ملولوي_زمراي_شعبان.pdf; and “From Attiya to Azmray,” Aug. 22, 2009.
130   “From Hajji Uthman to Zamray,” Oct. 18, 2009, ACC document number 8557A8E5293A612418A6758882D189B9, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/85/8557A8E5293A612418A6758882D189B9_من_ح_عثمان.pdf.
131   “From H Uthman to Zamray,” March 8, 2010.
132   “From Hajji Uthman to Zamray,” Oct. 18, 2009; and “From Uthman to Zamray,” Dec. 28, 2009.
133   “From Unknown to Unknown,” April 22, 2009, ACC document number D454AC4352BEF4DB67B8747125E75753, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/D4/D454AC4352BEF4DB67B8747125E75753_من_اجلزائر_ـ_غرة_جمادى_األولى.pdf; and “From Unknown to Azmray,” Sept.
10, 2009, ACC document number 90A1C16CB0B1E6613ED78BA5283C0FEA, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/90/90A1C16CB0B1E6613ED78BA5283C0FEA_سالم.pdf.
134   “From Uthman to Zamray,” Dec. 28, 2009; and Translation from: From Abu Basir to Atiyah-Allah, ODNI document “Letter to ‘Atiyah-Allah,”
June 8, 2010, https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ubl2017/english/Letter%20to%20Atiyah-Allah.pdf. The kidnapping operation is likely a reference to the mid-2009 kidnapping of nine foreigners in Yemen. See “Timeline of Al Qaeda Activity in Yemen,” Reuters, Oct. 6, 2010, https://www.
reuters.com/article/us-yemen-attack-qaeda-timeline/timeline-al-qaeda-activity-in-yemen-idUSTRE6951VR20101006.
135   “From H Uthman to Azmray,” April 14, 2010.
136   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19, 2010; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” July 19, 2010.
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of the supporters.”137 Prior to this, Attiya had already limited his trips to Baluchistan and had generally been avoiding traveling on highways.138

These measures forced al-Qaeda to exercise far
greater care in performing what would otherwise
have been relatively routine organizational activities, slowing its internal processes.
Due to al Zawahiri’s guidance, al-Qaeda’s senior leaders did not meet in
person to discuss Attiya’s promotion
in the spring of 2010 and instead likely resorted to written correspondence.144 After having narrowly dodged
a drone strike in early 2011, Attiya
explained to bin Laden that “[even]
motorcycles are getting bombed …
any message and any movement is
danger … . [T]he next correspondence is coming
in two months … maybe three.”145 Restrictions also
delayed the ability of al-Qaeda’s “coordinators” to
arrange for the transfer of $1 million to the group’s
coffers, as well as the release of an audio statement
by bin Laden.146
Talent development and management similarly
became more challenging. Attiya reflected in July
2010 that “we are working to prepare the cadres
and initiate the leaders … but our circumstances
are difficult, Sheikh. We are trying, but the spy war
has really exhausted us.”147 Bin Laden was unable to
coordinate personnel promotions with al Zawahiri
likely because of the latter’s security circumstances,
just as Attiya was unable to meet with a prospective
deputy due to restrictions on movement.148 In early
2011, al-Qaeda operative Annas al Sabayi al Libi, apparently waiting for authorization to travel to Libya,
voiced his frustration with Attiya’s delays in correspondence, writing, “He is responsible for any bad
encounter that we may face along the road.”149
By lengthening the amount of time required to

Although it is clear that al-Qaeda
became less efficient due to its
reduction in activity, the documentary
evidence is mixed when it comes to
whether this meaningfully affected
its command and control.
Al-Qaeda continued imposing restrictive security protocols, instructing affiliates to do so as well,
from late 2010 through early 2011.139 By the fall of
2010, the fear of U.S. drone strikes led to prohibitions on Attiya and Abu Yahya’s movements, with
Attiya only on exceptional occasions allowing cars
that resembled local vehicles to come near his location.140 Some al-Qaeda operatives were prohibited
from traveling in cars at all.141 And, in October 2010,
bin Laden also gave instructions to al Zawahiri
about his communication practices:
Your communications with the brothers
should be through one or two brothers maximum. Do not meet with anybody else. The
two brothers should be emissaries from you
to the brothers and not come to you frequently, even if that leads to the delay of
some of the work during this phase.142
Bin Laden would elaborate on this guidance in a
similar note to Attiya.143

137   “From Azmray to Mahmud,” Aug. 7, 2010, ACC document number 9F50AE5D07263B5AE13D7EA8501B050B, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/9F/9F50AE5D07263B5AE13D7EA8501B050B_إلى_الشيخ_محمود.pdf.
138   Scott-Clark and Levy, The Exile, 324, 350.
139   “From Mahmud to Usama bin Ladin,” Oct. 6, 2010; and “From Mahmud to Abu Basir,” March 28, 2011, ACC document number CB0FF4E0BA2482DB676CF88E03260CFC, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/CB/CB0FF4E0BA2482DB676CF88E03260CFC_إلى_أبي_بصير.
pdf.
140   “From Mahmud to Usama bin Ladin,” Oct. 6, 2010.
141   “From Mahmud to Usama bin Ladin,” Oct. 6, 2010.
142   “From Zamray to Abu Muhammad,” Oct. 17, 2010.
143   “From Zamray to Mahmud,” Oct. 17, 2010, ACC document number 3CADE28F8CD5468054BFE960634205AA, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/3C/3CADE28F8CD5468054BFE960634205AA_إلى_محمود.pdf.
144   “From H Uthman to Azmray,” April 14, 2010.
145   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Jan. 24, 2011.
146   “From Attiyatallah to Zubayr,” March 28, 2011, ACC document number 5709A194C55BD93BF14D7849014BBCEA, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/57/5709A194C55BD93BF14D7849014BBCEA_إلى_الصومال.pdf; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Jan. 24, 2011.
147   “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” July 19, 2010.
148   “From Zamray to Abu Muhammad,” Dec. 4, 2010; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Aug. 28, 2010.
149   Translation from: “From ‘Abd al-Qayyum to Shaykh Abu Yahya,” March 20, 2011, Office of the Director of National Intelligence, https://
www.dni.gov/files/documents/ubl/english2/Letter%20to%20Shaykh%20%20Abu%20Yahya.pdf. For Attiya’s response to this frustration, see “From
Mahmud to Usama bin Ladin,” April 5, 2011, ACC document number D9C93F71C2A214B89A990EB4B87B3DD5, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/D9/D9C93F71C2A214B89A990EB4B87B3DD5_2341ربيع_اآلخر51_من_محمود_ـ.pdf.
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consult on strategic issues, these reductions in activity may have compounded technical challenges in
communications between al-Qaeda leadership and
its affiliates. In March 2010, for example, al-Qaeda in
the Islamic Maghreb Emir Abu Musab al Droukdal
requested al-Qaeda’s direction regarding an offer of a
truce from Mauritania.150 Bin Laden was still demurring on the topic in October 2010, tasking al-Qaeda’s
Sharia committee to study the issue.151 Al-Qaeda in
the Arabian Peninsula’s emir, al Wahayshi, similarly
waited several months for strategic guidance from
bin Laden regarding his activities in Yemen, receiving a summary of bin Laden’s views from Attiya in
the interim.152 Attiya would eventually need to send

bin Laden’s guidance to al Wahayshi via Somalia.153
The Somalia-based group al-Shabab al-Mujahideen
had to wait several months for guidance from bin
Laden.154 And communications with al-Qaeda’s Iraqi
affiliate were scarce, if not non-existent.155
Although it is clear that al-Qaeda became less efficient due to its reduction in activity, the documentary evidence is mixed when it comes to whether this
meaningfully affected its command and control. On
the one hand, al-Qaeda’s leaders encountered difficulties in maintaining organizational cohesion and
influence over some subordinates in 2010, just as
senior leader availability declined. The behavior of
a jihadi operative named Saleh al Qarawi is emblem-

150   “From Abu Musab to Abu Abdullah Usama,” March 16, 2010, ACC document number 59D5DE4418BC6516D1F9A5C34CC68B15, https://
www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/59/59D5DE4418BC6516D1F9A5C34CC68B15_رسالة_أبي_مصعب.pdf.
151   “From Zamray to Abu Musab ‘Abd al-Wudud,” Oct. 17, 2010, ACC document number 15AF1B1B0E9F780EAA340F332A1EFC2C, https://www.
cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/15/15AF1B1B0E9F780EAA340F332A1EFC2C_إلى_األخ_الكرمي_أبي_مصعب_عبد_الودود.pdf.
152   “From Attiya to Abu Basir,” July 18, 2010.
153   “Attiya to Abu al-Zubayr Mukhtar,” Dec. 27, 2010, ACC document number 3CA631E6F53FF64B537E17699631F035, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/3C/3CA631E6F53FF64B537E17699631F035_2341محرم0202%ـ02%الزبير02%أبي02%املختار02%الشيخ02%إلى.pdf.
154   “From Mukhtar Abu al-Zubayr (Sahal al-Din) to the General Command,” March 5, 2010, ACC document number 5A735A9854C11FF664CE0D89836E980D, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/5A/5A735A9854C11FF664CE0D89836E980D_ربيع_اآلخر22_من_إخوة_الصومال_ـ.pdf;
“From Attiya to Mukhtar Abu al-Zubayr,” July 15, 2010, ACC document number E41A9580394CFFE569C2DBC23CFD46F9, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/E4/E41A9580394CFFE569C2DBC23CFD46F9_1341شعبان302%ـ02%للصومال.pdf; and “From Zamray to Mukhtar Abu
al-Zubayr,” Aug. 7, 2010, ACC document number B3C98DC07E1267CEB82826E8FFDA7E23, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/B3/
B3C98DC07E1267CEB82826E8FFDA7E23_إلى_مختار_أبي_الزبير.pdf.
155   “From Abu Abdullah to Mahmud,” April 26, 2011, ACC document number 0CF1936E0C5C7C57752893AB2552D666, https://www.cia.gov/
library/abbottabad-compound/0C/0CF1936E0C5C7C57752893AB2552D666_إلى_الشيخ_محمود.pdf.
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atic of these difficulties.156 Described as “trustworthy” by Sheikh Saeed in May 2007, by the summer
of 2010 al Qarawi had fallen out of favor with al-Qaeda leaders due to his insubordination.157 Al Zawahiri had written to bin Laden that some of al-Qaeda’s
Pakistani members wanted to defect in late 2010,
and al-Qaeda senior leaders Abu Yahya and Attiya
warned Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan Emir Hakimullah
Mehsud against poaching al-Qaeda members.158 The
group’s leadership further struggled to rein in the
hordes of foreign fighters present in the FATA from
the early summer through the early fall of 2010.159 Finally, after receiving guidance from bin Laden counseling restraint and even a potential truce with the
Saleh government, al Wahayshi responded somewhat incredulously, describing to Attiya how he was
“surprised by the Father Sheikh Usama’s words”
and giving a laundry list of objections to his leader’s
direction regarding operations in Yemen.160
There is reason to question the extent to which
the increases in drone strikes and the subsequent
lower profile kept by al-Qaeda’s leadership produced these effects. First, al-Qaeda’s leaders faced
similar challenges in maintaining internal control
prior to the added restrictions on their activities.
In 2008, for example, Hamzah al Jawfi, who reportedly led a group carrying out attacks in Pakistan, was resisting al-Qaeda leaders’ direction.161
Around the same time, the group’s leadership
in the Afghanistan-Pakistan border region struggled to control ambitious and opportunistic oper-

atives.162 Al-Qaeda’s relations with some of its affiliates were also always somewhat in flux. It is thus
unclear whether more expedient responses would
have alleviated the interest asymmetries between
al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula and al-Qaeda
leadership.163 A portion of the internal challenges that the group faced in 2010 also coincided
with al-Qaeda’s declining funds, which may have
rendered the group unable to pay some subordinates.164 This all makes it difficult to attribute these
challenges solely to drone strikes.
Even if one does at least partially believe that
the lower profile that al-Qaeda leaders kept in 2010
caused the defections, lack of internal discipline,
and affiliate recalcitrance, the evidence still does
not support the claim that reductions in movement,
meetings, or communications rendered the group’s
leadership entirely unable to exercise command and
control. Between the spring and late fall of 2010 — a
period during which operational security protocols
grew more restrictive — the group’s senior leaders
were still able to coordinate the activities of subordinates. In the summer of 2010, Attiya was able to
meet with senior Pakistani militant Ilyas Kashmiri
to pass along bin Laden’s instructions for an operation.165 Beginning in the early summer of 2010, Attiya
and his subordinates were also able to successfully orchestrate the ransom exchange of an Afghan
ambassador al-Qaeda had held for approximately
two years.166 Al-Qaeda was also able to prepare and
deploy a German operative to lead 15 militants in an

156   For background on Saleh al Qarawi, see “Terrorist Designation of Saleh al-Qarawi,” U.S. Department of State, Dec. 15, 2011,
https://2009-2017.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2011/12/178882.htm.
157   From Hajji Uthman to Zamray, “Respected Brother, kind Shaykh, Zamrai, Sahib,” May 15, 2007, Office of the Director of National Intelligence,
https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/ubl2016/arabic/Arabic%20Respected%20Brother,%20kind%20Shaykh,%20Zamrai,%20Sahib.pdf; and “From
Attiya to Abu Basir,” Summer 2010.
158   “From Zamray to Mahmud,” Dec. 4, 2010, ACC document number 4D24394961B76FF76C8A8F559FEBD17B, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/4D/4D24394961B76FF76C8A8F559FEBD17B_إلى_الشيخ_محمود.pdf; and “From Attiya and Abu Yahya to Hakimullah Mehsud,”
Dec. 3, 2010.
159   “From Attiya to Abu Basir,” Summer 2010; “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19, 2010; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Nov. 24, 2010.
160   “From Abu Basir to Attiya,” Feb. 10, 2011, ACC document number 594477E27A78DFEAF0F3046B49404753, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/59/594477E27A78DFEAF0F3046B49404753_رسالة_أبو_بصير.pdf.
161   “From Attiya to Abu Abdullah,” March-April 2008; “From Unknown to Azmray,” March 5, 2008; and “From Hajji Uthman to Zamray,” April 16,
2008. For more on al Jawfi, see Bill Roggio, “Al Qaeda Commander Killed in US Strike on Safehouse in South Waziristan,” Long War Journal, June 29,
2010, https://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2010/06/us_strikes_al_qaeda_1.php.
162   “From Hajji Uthman to Zamray,” April 16, 2008; and “From Attiya to Abu Abdullah,” March-April 2008.
163   Al-Qaeda’s challenges in maintaining control over its affiliates prior to the drone campaign are indeed well documented. See, e.g., Byman,
“Buddies or Burdens?”; and Barak Mendelsohn, The al-Qaeda Franchise.
164   On al-Qaeda’s financial difficulties, see, e.g., “From Attiya to Abu Abdullah,” March-April 2008; “From Attiya to Azmray,” Aug. 22, 2009;
“From Uthman to Zamray,” Aug. 24, 2009, ACC document number 144347D6CD5DE28229D6944E94D151F1, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/14/144347D6CD5DE28229D6944E94D151F1_ألزمراي_أول_رمضان.pdf; “From H Uthman to Zamray,” March 8, 2010; and “From H Uthman
to Azmray,” April 14, 2010. On al-Qaeda’s financial relief, see “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19, 2010; and “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,”
Nov. 24, 2010.
165   “From Ilyas Kashmiri to Usama bin LadinLaden,” May 31, 2010, ACC document number 66E535E591C4C5C88FCD76AEC43DE5F8, https://
www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/66/66E535E591C4C5C88FCD76AEC43DE5F8_رسالة_للشيخ_األمير.pdf; “From Zamray to Mahmud,” July 6,
2010; “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” July 19, 2010; and “From Zamray to Ilyas Kashmiri,” Aug. 7, 2010, ACC document number 978D26A427ED2173279754D84214009C, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/97/978D26A427ED2173279754D84214009C_إلى_األخ_إلياس.pdf.
166   On the ransom exchange, see “From Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” June 19, 2010; “From Zamray to Shaykh Mahmud,” Oct. 17, 2010; and “From
Mahmud to Abu Abdullah,” Nov. 24, 2010.
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attack on Bagram Airfield in May 2010.167
Most emblematic of al-Qaeda’s ability to retain
control over subordinates is the operational behavior of Younis. In late winter 2010 and early spring
2011, he was able to exchange several messages with
and receive instructions from bin Laden to carry out
a plot targeting oil tankers. As he initiated his operation, Younis received operational support, coordination, and oversight from Attiya and Sheikh Saeed,
as well as guidance from bin Laden while he and his
operatives were in transit to Iran.168
Though probably frustrated by delays, affiliates
also still solicited and responded to al-Qaeda leadership’s guidance. In a late 2010 note to Attiya, for example, a senior al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb operative reported how the group altered the ransom
demands it had already issued to France after bin
Laden released an audio statement demanding that
France withdraw from Afghanistan.169 In the same
letter in which he resisted bin Laden’s guidance, al
Wahayshi, the emir of al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, welcomed his leadership’s thoughts on using poison in an external attack.170
Al-Shabab’s behavior also
aligned with al-Qaeda leadership’s preferences during this
period, as the group did not
announce its affiliation with
al-Qaeda or declare an Islamic state.171 They also solicited
al-Qaeda’s opinion on exchanging a hostage.172
The evidence regarding the relationship between
U.S. drone strikes and al-Qaeda’s organizational internal efficiency and control is mixed. Lethal targeting did force al-Qaeda’s leaders to take measures
that would reduce their exposure, which in turn

undermined organizational efficiency. And, there is
some evidence that these reductions contributed to
leaders’ inability to assert control down the chain of
command. Nevertheless, al-Qaeda’s leaders were far
from absent or silent during this period, and instead
likely remained focused on the most immediate operational priorities — what was referred to in one
missive as “urgent concerns” (al-inshighalat al-ajala) — allowing the group’s control over other operational elements, such as financiers and low-level
foreign fighters, to wane.173
Safe-Haven Viability
This section traces the extent to which the drone
campaign led al-Qaeda to reduce its reliance on its
safe haven in the FATA. The analysis centers on any
changes in al-Qaeda’s willingness to absorb or train
personnel, as well as to house senior leaders and
their families in the region. This includes authorizations for and steps toward the diversion of incoming

As far as how drone strikes may have
affected local sympathy and support
for al-Qaeda, the group never concluded
that there had been an increase in support
as drone strikes became more frequent.
personnel, relocation of select operational components, and complete evacuation from the area. It
also includes any assessments by al-Qaeda leaders
of an increase or decrease in local support or sympathy after U.S. drone strikes.
There are numerous assessments from senior

167   “From Unknown to Azmray,” May 30, 2010, ACC document number 8DA7E1B0A3FE19ABDCC4E4B3F8534271, https://www.cia.gov/library/
abbottabad-compound/8D/8DA7E1B0A3FE19ABDCC4E4B3F8534271_زال2.pdf.
168   See “From Hajji Uthman and al-Shaykh Mahmud to Azmray,” Jan. 25, 2010; “From Younis to Unknown,” Winter 2010, ACC document number
A60D2387C05274C870AB7F1F8BF304F1, https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/A6/A60D2387C05274C870AB7F1F8BF304F1__من
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leaders that suggest al-Qaeda was comfortable in
the tribal regions from 2007 through 2009.174 In October 2007, al Zawahiri wrote to the emir of al-Qaeda
in the Islamic Maghreb that “the circumstances of
your brothers in Afghanistan and neighboring countries is steadily improving.”175 In December 2007, bin
Laden also attempted to enlist help to convince Iran
to release his family members, asking a relative, “[P]
lease try to facilitate their release in the Waziristan
region where we can be sure of their safety among
the tribes there … . [W]e want them to be released
to Waziristan only.” This request reflects the senior
leader’s confidence in the group’s safe haven.176
This trend continued throughout 2008 and 2009.
According to one journalistic account, by 2008, “all
seven of Pakistan’s tribal agencies were seen to
be under the influence of Al-Qaeda-inspired militants.”177 In a March 2008 letter, Attiya reported to
bin Laden, “The field here in Waziristan and Afghanistan is generally OK, Allah willing, it has positive
and negative factors, but the good factors predominate and are apparent, praise be to Allah.”178 Sheikh
Saeed concurred: “Regarding the security where we
are, praise be to Allah, the circumstances are good,”
he wrote to bin Laden in April 2008.179 In March
2009, a letter from a senior al-Qaeda leader also reflected that the “circumstances” in Pakistan’s tribal
areas had gone from “good to better.”180 Accordingly,
in June 2009 Attiya reported that several “mid-level” members had arrived from Iran, also noting that
al-Qaeda operatives were “ready to receive” bin
Laden’s family members.181 And, in September 2009,
another senior al-Qaeda operative concluded that

both the “field” in Waziristan and the overall “security situation” were favorable.182
In early 2010, al-Qaeda began to shift in its assessment of the FATA’s suitability to absorb incoming
personnel. After a group of al-Qaeda prisoners had
reached Attiya’s location, in June 2010, he expressed
concerns over the safety of future released operatives “due to our security circumstances (the bombings that have exhausted us)!!”183 Bin Laden still
refused to redirect all incoming personnel from the
FATA, referring to new cadres as a “lifeline and replacement for those we have lost” and recommending simply shortening the orientation period for new
personnel in Waziristan.184 Bin Laden seemed to apply different standards for the group’s experienced
operatives arriving from Iran, though, instructing
Attiya in August 2010 to keep them “in a safe place
outside the bombing areas.”185
Around the same time in early to mid-2010, al-Qaeda also considered relocating operational components from the FATA.186 In January 2010, Sheikh
Saeed unsuccessfully recommended that the group
organize an external operations branch in Yemen, as
the “field where we are [in Pakistan] is not appropriate for broad external work.”187 Similarly, in the spring
of 2010 Younis wrote to bin Laden in his operational
plan that “the field here [in Waziristan] has become
like a trap, the killing has tormented the cadres and
leaders … . [N]o step will be fruitful so long as this
work is here.”188 Al-Qaeda’s leadership would later authorize the travel of Younis and his cadres to train in
Iran rather than Pakistan, with Sheikh Saeed sending
money with a facilitator to arrange for a suitable loca-
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tion and Attiya expediting Younis’ travel in the spring
and fall of 2010, respectively.189
The relocation was not limited to Younis and his
acolytes. In June 2010, Attiya cited the “bombing”
specifically and proposed
leaving Waziristan, at least partially but still
substantially. For example, we can send some
of the brothers with their families inside Pakistan like Sind, its suburbs and villages, as
well as Baluchistan, and so forth … and perhaps we can send a number of the brothers
from the military battalions if they arrive after the [fighting] season to their brothers in
Nuristan.”190
In July 2010, a frustrated bin Laden directed Attiya
“to arrange safe places far from the reach of the airplanes’ photography and bombing” for leaders and
specialized cadres.191
These discussions and authorizations led to more
concrete action by the fall of 2010. In response to
the “bombings,” in October 2010 Attiya described
how he had begun relocating operatives to Kunar
and Nuristan in Afghanistan, recommending to bin
Laden that al-Qaeda operatives could also be sent to
“liberated” areas in Ghazni and Zabul provinces.192
Later that month bin Laden gave his subordinates
some instruction on their movement: “With respect to the brothers generally in Waziristan, those
who are able to hide and take the required security precautions in the region should stay in it, and
with respect to those for whom hiding and taking
the required precautions is difficult, the other option is for them to go to Nuristan in Kunar, Ghazni,
or Zabul.”193 In November, Attiya wrote that he was
complying with these orders.194 Bin Laden conveyed
a similar sentiment in a December message to al

Zawahiri, telling his second in command to impress
upon Attiya “the necessity of expediting the evacuation of the brothers whose capabilities do not allow
them to hide in the region.”195
It was not until January 2011 that bin Laden authorized the complete evacuation from the FATA. After receiving continued reports about the extent of
the drone campaign, as well as annotated excerpts
from Bob Woodward’s book Obama’s Wars, which
described U.S. surveillance and drone strikes in Pakistan’s tribal regions, bin Laden wrote to Attiya:
It appears to me that the region has been
very heavily revealed and that leaving the
region completely is the best solution …
[O]nce we disperse in Pakistan and Afghanistan, the enemy will lose the ability to focus
the surveillance on our movements and place
us under the photography and monitoring.196
Bin Laden gave similar guidance to his two sons
Uthman and Muhammad, informing them that “the
reason for your leaving to Peshawar is that there are
general instructions for the brothers to leave Waziristan, as it is clear that the region has very much
been discovered.”197
Attiya did his best to honor bin Laden’s orders
and instructions. “With respect to exiting from the
region, it is still delayed in terms of the men, but
a number of the families have been evacuated, and
other families are being evacuated now,” Attiya told
bin Laden in January 2011.198 Attiya reported that
some men were resisting orders to relocate, asserting that they “preferred death to being arrested.”199
Bin Laden would take issue with this sentiment,
writing to Attiya less than a week before the raid
on his compound, “American technology and its
advanced devices cannot arrest a mujahid if he does
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not commit a security error.”200 Bin Laden went on
to instruct Attiya to move some cadres to suburbs of
Pakistani cities, provided that the security situation
in Waziristan had not changed.201
As far as how drone strikes may have affected local sympathy and support for al-Qaeda, the group
never concluded that there had been an increase
in support as drone strikes became more frequent.
This is not to say that U.S. drone strikes did not generate resentment and outrage in Pakistan. As early
as 2006, for example, an estimated 10,000 Pakistanis
demonstrated in Karachi to protest U.S. strikes, just
as nearly 8,000 protested in the FATA.202 In early
2011, a senior tribesman in North Waziristan similarly declared, “[W]e will show to the world how to
take revenge for the atrocities on our tribesmen,”
after a U.S. drone strike.203
Al-Qaeda either did not observe this local outrage or was otherwise unable to channel it into
material support and refuge for its cadres. Instead,
both primary and secondary accounts reflect the
loss of the group’s popular support in the Pakistani
tribal areas as the result of U.S. drone strikes. In
guidance written for affiliates, bin Laden warned
against “giving the tribes more than they can handle,” telling them that “our Waziri brothers are
exhausted and have said explicitly that ‘the aerial
bombing has exhausted us.’”204 As one secondary
account describes, “Pashtun codes of honor and
protection had been eroded by aerial intimidation,”
just as another mentioned that al-Qaeda militants
would “bemoan the local Pashtun unwillingness to
associate with militants who have become lightning rods for drone strikes.”205
The evidence presented in this section has
demonstrated that drone strikes led al-Qaeda to reduce its reliance on, and eventually begin evacuating, its safe haven in the FATA. Although al-Qaeda
was comfortable in the FATA through much of 2009,
by 2010 it began to divert incoming personnel from
the area, relocating operational components to
other regions, and, eventually, dispersing. Rather

than making al-Qaeda feel safer in the FATA by
increasing local sympathy and assistance, drone
strikes caused al-Qaeda to view locals as increasingly suspect and more hesitant to harbor the
group’s operatives.

Conclusion and Implications
Debates among policymakers and scholars
have yielded very different claims regarding how
drone strikes might have affected the quality of
al-Qaeda’s personnel, its organizational efficiency
and control, and its safe haven in the FATA. This
study evaluated these claims through the systematic analysis of internal correspondence between
al-Qaeda’s senior leaders. This section reviews the
study’s findings and examines the implications
they have for policy and scholarship.
In sum, this study found that drone strikes were
an effective instrument against al-Qaeda, but were
perhaps not as effective nor as decisive as the
most assured accounts claim. Drone strikes depleted al-Qaeda’s talent pool — particularly its external operations branch — and eventually slowed
the group’s organizational processes, while steadily degrading its safe haven in the FATA. Although
the temporal scope of the available archival materials only allows me to evaluate these changes up
to May 2011, there is little evidence to suggest that
these observed trends reversed after bin Laden’s
death.206 And yet, even as drone strikes reached
their peak, al-Qaeda was still able to orchestrate
rather complex organizational tasks. This suggests at least a portion of its internal control remained intact even as the group faced significant
operational challenges.
The significance of these findings rests on their
broader applicability, as the U.S. drone campaign
in Pakistan is only a single instance of a fairly
ubiquitous approach to counter-terrorism. The
replicability of the drone campaign’s outcome de-
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pends on whether factors that facilitated its limited success will be present in future counter-terrorism campaigns. On the one hand, al-Qaeda’s
combination of bucreacratic and decentralized
organizational structures and practices rendered
the group difficult to succesfuly degrade.207 On
the other hand, the U.S. prioritization of defeating
al-Qaeda during the period examined in this study
may mean that this campaign was unusually well
resourced.208 Future instances of lethal targeting
against less organizationally robust adversaries
may thus achieve more impressive results, just as
dedicating fewer resources to future campaigns
could limit prospects for success.209 With this in
mind, one can draw broader implications from
this single case, with the caveat that future work
may find that variations in these and other contextual factors render it a somewhat idiosyncratic
instance of middling results.
First, this study suggests that, in the aggregate,
lethal targeting can yield favorable outcomes. Nowhere in any of al-Qaeda’s documents does the
group reference the counterproductive effects
that many pessimistic accounts claimed the drone
strikes produced. This implies that the United
States, its allies, and its partners can effectively
employ targeted strikes against terrorist groups
as an alternative to the large-scale deployment of
ground forces to clear, hold, and restore local governance to territory held by transnational terrorists or local insurgents harboring them.
Second, the still modest results of the U.S. drone
campaign may mean that future campaigns of this
type will imperfectly contain or limit the reach of
a terrorist group, not eliminate it outright. Despite
having been the target of a considerable amount of
counter-terrorism pressure, al-Qaeda’s senior leaders have remained active and influential.210 U.S. policymakers should thus anticipate incomplete and
even impermanent results from future campaigns
and should augment lethal targeting with ancillary
instruments, including bilateral and multilateral
law enforcement cooperation and efforts to limit
terrorist groups’ access to financial resources.
Third, the results of future targeting campaigns

may be slow to emerge. U.S. drone strikes did not
yield an immediate, asymmetric effect on al-Qaeda’s ability to operate. Rather, the payoff from U.S.
strikes generally rose as they increased in frequency. It took years of sustained pressure for al-Qaeda
to begin reflecting on many of the detrimental effects that drones were having on its organizational
capabilities and processes. The required time and
resources needed to produce a similar outcome
could increase as terrorist groups develop and
share lessons learned in countering drones or as
they rely more heavily on regional affiliates.211
Renewed U.S. emphasis on interstate competition has made small-footprint approaches to
countering terrorist groups more attractive. The
U.S. drone campaign in Pakistan presents one
viable approach, although it is one that neither
quickly nor comprehensively degraded al-Qaeda.
Relying heavily on lethal targeting to contain future terrorist threats will likely achieve similarly real, but imperfect, results. U.S. policymakers
would do well not just to understand these limitations, but to also consider the broader range
of complementary counter-terrorism instruments
they have at their disposal.
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